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SYNOPSIS. ---------
Clusius and Dickel invented the thermogravitational column 

in the year 1938 for the separation of mixtures of gases; 

they subsequently demonstrated its application to liquid so

lutions as well. The theory of the method was developed a few 

years later and has been further elaborated by more recent 

authors. Although some aspects of the theory have been compa

red with experiment, information about the agreement of the 

observed thermogravitational separation with those predicted 

by theory is far from complete. Owing to the several appr~xima

tions introduced into the theery, some discrepancy is to be 

expected between theory and experiment. 

Until recently, a satisfactory test of the theory was not 

possible because few, if any, reliable values for certain pa

rameners appearing in the theory (Soret coefficients and 

thermal diffusion coefficients) existed. But these parameters 

are now available for many dilute aqueous solutions of elec

trolytes, thereby enabling prosecution of the present work on 

thermogravitational separation and the comparison of the per

formance of the column with that predicted by theory. 

The first part of the work was to construct a simple co

lumn of materials (i.e. glass) resistant to common chemicals. 

This makes met~ tubes unsatisfactory. An all-glass column 

without reservoirs was constructed for this purpose and cali

bration experiments were carried out using dilute aqueous so

lutions of several 1:1 electrolytes of known Soret coeffi

cients by other methods. The change in concentration was fol-

·lowed by conductimetric methods, based on an adaptation of 
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the resistance ratio method previously used by Agar and 
Turner for studying the Soret effect in static cells. Short 
glass columns of the concentric cylindrical types were used, 
the annular spacing being of the order of 1 mm. Platinum ring 
electrodes were fitted at the top and bottom, the lower and 
the "centre-tap" electrodes being sealed into the column. 

The changes in the concentration of the electrolyte solu
tions were followed as a function of time and were found to 
approach the steady statemexponentially. The steady state se
parations were plotted against the thermal diff'usion coeffi
cients calculated as the product of the Soret and diff'usion 
coefficients available in the literature. The graph was found 
to be a straight line, thereby, confirming the linearity pre
dicted by theory. However, the slope of the straight line was 
less than the value expected by theory. But the discrepancy 
does not seem excessive in view of the approximations in de
ducing the theoretical equations. The linear graph could the
refore be used as the calibration curve for the determination 
of the thermal diffusion coefficients of substances for which 
the values have not / dit~±mined before. The Soret coefficients 
and heats of transport of substances with known ad:tivity 
coefficients coul1d also be determined. 

In order to test the performance of the column as well as 
the validity of the theory over a range of concentrations., 
experiments were conducted on several concentrations of po
tassium chloride and cadmium sulphate solutions for both of 
which Soret coefficients have been determined previously over 
a range of concentrations by the "pure Soret" and e.m.f. me
thods. The results have been compared with those in the lite-
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rature. In the concentration region studied, there is no 

evidence for the existence of a minimum in the Soret coeffi

cient vs concentration curves as expected by previous research 

workers. The influence of the "forgotten effect" has also 

been investigated in concentrated solutions of cadmium sul

phate. 

Having. thus found encouragement in the thermogravitation

al method for the determination of thermal diffusion coeffi

cients of electrolyte solutions, studies of weak acids were 

undertaken since no data are available in the literature on 

their thermal diffusion properties. Separations of acetic, 

propionic and n-butyric acids have been measured over a wide 

range of concentrations. Their Soret coefficients and heats 

of transport have been evaluated from the experimentally 

determined thermal diffusion coefficients and their isotherm

al diffusion coefficients available in the .literature. The 
the concentration dependence of/ hea~s of transport of the three 

acids has been investigated. 
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CH APTER I. 

Thermal diffusion is the phenomenon of preferential move
ment of the solute and solvent molecules relative to each 
other caused by the application of a temperature gradient to 
a solution of uniform composition. Provided there is no con
vective mixing, relative migration of the components occurs 
until a time-invariant concentration gradient i~ established. 
When the temperature gradient is removed:J the components gra
dually migrate back to their original mixed state. This phe
nomenon was discovered in 1856, by Lud~ig 1 and later more 
systematically investigated by Soret 2 in 1879. Soret minimi~
ed convective mixing in the vertical cylindrical columns of 
solution he used, by maintaining the upper end hotter than 
the lower end. In condensed phases, thermal diffusion has sin
ce been referred to as the Soret effect. The magnitude of 
the Soret effect is usually expressed in terms of the Soret 
coefficient, defined as the fractional change in concentrat
ion produced by a unit temperature difference. The mathematic
al expr~ssions will be given later. 

The inverse phenomenon was demonstrated in 1872 by 
Dufour 3 in a mixture of gases. This "Dufour effect" is the 
production of a temperature gradient when two gases mixed in 
two different proportions are allowed to diffuse into each 
other. But this effect is very small in li~uids on account of 
the dissipation of heat due to their high thermal conductivi
ties. Waldman 4, in his extensive studies on gases, refers to 
the Dufour effect as the "diffusion-thermo-effect". 
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· In~pite of the paucity of the data available at that ti

van't Hoff 5 was the first to suggest an explanation for 

the Soret effect. According to him, the concentration gradient 

was established in such a way that at the steady state, the 

osmotic pressure was uniform throughout the solution. vVhile 

testing this hypothesis by extensive experiments, more light 

was thrown on the subject by Arrhenius 6 and later by Scarpa 7. 
Although the results do not appear to be quantitatively re

liable, they emph§.sized the dependence of the mafnitude of 

Soret effect on the nature of the solute and solvent, a fact 

which is in contradiction to the theory proposed, by van't 

Hoff. 

Meanwhile, an interesting relation between SQret effect 

and thermo=electric effects in electrolytic oonductors was 

pointed out by Nernst 8 • 

The production of electrolytic thermoel·ectric current had 

been observed by Andrews 9 and Faraday 10. Andrews demonstrat

ed the exist,tnce of the thermo-e.m.f. by using two unequally 

heated platinum electrodes dipped in molten borax and sodium 

carbonate. Faraday observed the thermoelectric current in se-

1 t 1/ 1 t . 1sys t emst . . "d t· al 1 vera me. a aqueous so u ions oy main aining i ·en ic e ec-

trodes at different temperatures. Faraday speculated that the 

energy for the flow of current must come from the effect of 

temperature on the ~intensity of chemical affinitytt. This 

spErculation - the .contribution of the temperature coefficient 

of the metal/solution potential to the thermo e.m.f. - was 

confirmed by the work of Wild 11 on non-isothermal cells. He 

used well-defined reversible electrodes such as Cu/CUS04 and 

Zn/ZnS04 • 
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Nernst suggested that in/Bon-isothermal system, since the 
nature of the medium is non-uniform, the motion of the ions 
is governed by forces k.~!, in addition to the gradients of l.d.x 
osmotic pressure and electrical potential. He pointed out 
that both the Soret effect and thermal diffusion potentials 
are related to the factors ki, which are specific properties 

of the ions·. 

Since in a non-isothermal cell, the temperature gradient 
would be expected to produce a concentration difference be
tween the electrodes, Podszus 12 predicted that this ought to 
gradually change the initial thermo e.m.f. corresponding to 
uniform composition of the solution, till a steady value de
termined by Soret equilibrium is reached. However, it was de
tected experimentally only forty years later 13. Eastman's 
work 14 was a significant step towards a better understanding 
of the thermodynamic principles of the non-isothermal cells. 

Around this period, by the year 1930, significant advan
ces in the experimental technique and measurement of the So
ret coefficient had been made by Tanner 15. _A formal theore
tical approach was worked out by Eastman l6 and Wagner 17. 

Between 1925 and 1933 the eiectrolytic Peltier heat analo
gous to the Peltier heat of metals (inverse Seebeck effect) 
was also successfully measured by _Lange and others 18• Their 
measurements were accurate and remain the best in the field. 
The e.m.f. of a thermo=cell can be calculated from the mea
sured electrolytic Peltier heat by using a relation similar 
to Kelvin#s equation connecting the corresponding effects in 
metals 19. 
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A detailed account of the development of researches on 

non-isothermal cells can be found in Tyrrell' s book 20• Whil,e 
the latter was the first to detect experimentally the change 

in the thermoelectric power of a thermocell as the Soret equi

librium is established 13, quantitative studies were made by 
Chanu 21 who used a silver-silver chloride electrode system. 

Agar and Breck 22 used amalgam electrodes, which had the ad

vantage of excellent stability. 

While convective mixing is the biggest disturbing factor 

in obtaining considerable separations due to the Soret effect, 
Clusius and Dickel 23 invented in 1938, an ingenious method 
of utilising the very same convective currents to produce a 

a much larger degree of separation of the components of/ mixtu-

re, thereby making possible the industrial application of 
thermal diffusion. They accomplished this by establishing a 

horizontal temperature gradient in a mixture of gases contain
ed in a long vertical tube, axially heated by passing an elec
tric current through a wire. Due to thermal diff'usion, the 

lighter molecules drifted towards the central hot wire and 
were carried upwards by the convective currents where- as at 
the colder walls of the tube the heavier molecules were car

ried downwards, eventually setting up a vertical concentrat
ion gradient. 

If this process were to go on without any opposition, 

complete separation of the components could be achieved very 

easily. However, it is unfortunate that in a closed appara
tus, the upward and downward convection currents produce cir

culation in the vertical plane and hence re-mixing occurs. 

Also,the development of a concentration gradient is opposed 
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by ordinary diffusion,. The initial rate of separation is thus 

reduced in course of time until the competing effects bring 

it to a steady state. The magnitude of the separation at the 

steady state depends., therefore., solely on the magnitude of 

the three competing processes., viz • ., diffusion due to thermal 

gradient., convective mixing and ordinary diffusion. The last 

two factors can be minimized by suitably choosing the geomet

ir.-ical dimensions of the apparatus and also the temperature 

conditions 24• 

In order to achieve much higher degrees of separation., mul

tistage columns have been used in the case of certain gases 25. 
Metal spacers have also been found to improve the performan-
ce 26. 

The thermogravi tational technique was soon applied to li- · 

quid mixtures as well 27, 28 ., though the degree of separation 

was much smaller than in the case of gases. Most of the co

lumns used are of either parallel plate or cylindrical type 

with or without reservoirs. In certain organic liquid mixtu

res., glass-woPl packing 29.,30 has increased the degree of 

separation. 

The method has found application in certain gaseous isoto

pe mixtures 31 ., organic liquid mixtures 20.,32 and also frac

tionation of polymers 33,34• Solutions of electrolytes and 

non-electrolytes in aqueous and non-aqueous media have also 

been studied. 

Among the types of apparatus used for liquids., to mention 

a few, are : columns wi.thout reservoirs with withdrawal ports 

along the length designed by Jones and Millberger 35. a semi

-micro column by Thompson et al. 36; parallel plate columns by 
de Groot24., Prigogine et a1.37 and Alexander38; co:-:S.Xial 
cylindrical columns 
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. by Murin and Popov 39, Hirota 40, Hiby and W±rtz 41 and Horne 
and Bearman 42 • Korsching 43 has used a co-axial column with 
provision for continuous addition of solvent into the lower 
reservoir and removal of the same from the upper reservoir. 

(' A flow type thermogravitatiohal column~with a centre f~ei 
has also been used 44• The effect of gravitational , -:rieJLd on 
the operation of the column has been studied by Ti~vis 45 and 
by Farber and Libby 46 • The latter authors found linear increas
es in both the equilibrium separations and the rates of sepa
ration of gaseous mixtures with increasing centrifugal force 
up/to a certain maximum value. Abo·~e this rate of rotation, 
both the rate and the equilibrium separations fell rapidly~ 

In the year 1952, a modification of the thermogravitation
al technique was suggested by Baranowski and Demichowicz 47. 
Their apparatus consists of a vertical capillary tube cooled 
on the outside by circulating water and heated along the 
central axis by passing an alternating electric current through 
the solution. This is known as electrogravitational separat
ion by electro-thermo-diffusion. This method has also been 

48 -method . applied to parallel plate columns ,, But they1s restricted to 
electrically conducting solutions. 

During the thermogravitational and electrogravitational 
separations of those mixtures whose components have widely 
differing partial specific volumes, an inversion in the di

rection of separation has been observed. This phenomenon has 
been termed "l 'effet oublie" (the forgotten effect) by de 

Groot and others 24149, since the variation of density with 
changes in concentration during the separation had been 

§ The theory of a flow system between two coaxial cylinders has 
been worked out recently by Neumann1 07. 
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"ignored" in deriving the theoretical equations. But the theo
ry of the forgotten effect is yet uncertain 37, 42,5° • 

. the The theoretical treatment of/thermogravitational separat-
ion has been attempted by several investigators. But the com
parison of the theory with the experimental performance has 
remained difficult owing to (i) the lack of a satisfactory me
thod of determining the concentration change"in sittL1without 
disturbing the separation process, (ii) the need for accurate 
data on Soret and isothermal diffusion coefficients and (iii) 
the limitations of the theory due to simplifying assumptions 
required to make the mathematical problems tractable. The in
fluence of the geometry of the apparatus and temperature con
ditions on the separations ha~ . been verified qualitatively 
by experiments 24• 

As regards the data on Soret coefficients, after the work 
of Tanner l5 in 1927 who determined the Soret coeffidents for 
a number of electrolytes using the optical method, it was on
ly after 1950 that more work appeared on the pure Soret ef
fect in electrolyte solutions. Optical methods were used by 
Korsching 5l, Longsworth 52, Chanu and Lenoble 53 and again 
by Tanner 54 • Alexander 55, and Saxton, Dougherty and Drick
amer 56 ·have used the diaphragm cell technique originally due 
to Riehl 57, for the determination of Soret coefficients; 
but they were not practicable for dilute electrolyte solut
ions. The Thomaes'58 flow cell which has recently been used 
by Butler and Turner 59 has not yet been used for electroly
te solutions except in test runs. For dilute electrolyte so
lutions, Chipman 60 devised in 1926, a conduct?imetric method 
and was able to calculate the Soret coefficients from the 
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changes in conductivities at the top and bottom ends of a 
pure Soret cell# measured by a pair of platini~ed-platinum 
electrodes at each extremity of the cell. In 1958, a diffe-
rent version of the conductimetric method called the "resis
tance ratio" technique was invented by Agar and Turner 6l,62,6J~ 
In this method, the change in the ratio of the resistances of 
the top half to bottom half in a pure Soret cell during the 
separation was measured as a function of time and these chan
ges were related to the Soret coefficient of the electrolyte 
solution under investigation. This method has enabled accura
te determination of the Soret coefficients for many electro
lyte solutions. 

The availability of more accurate data on the Soret coef
ficients of electrolyte solutions have made possible the pre
sent researches on thermogra~itational separation described 
in this thesis. The theoretical and experimental aspects of 
the Clusius-Dickel column will be discussed in detail in la
ter chapters. 
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C HAP T E R II. 

TEEORY OF SORET SEPARATION AND OF THE CLUSIUS-DICKEL -----------------------------------------------------------
COLUMN. -------

The Soret effect in solution was first expressed mathema
tically by Soret 64 by introducing an additional term in the 
Fick's First Law equation for isothermal diffusion. In the 
case of aTi one-dimensional system, in which the temperature 
and concentration gradients existed together, provided there 
is no convection, the equation is of the form, 

J = a c 
D ---o x (1) 

where J = the net flux of solute in moles per unit area per 
unit time due to the combined effect of thermal and 
ordinary diffusions, 

n -= isothermal diffusion coefficient expressed as sq.cm. 
per sec., 

= concentration gradient in moles per£.~. per cm., 
E = a constant denoting the flux of solute in moles per 

unit area per unit time when a unit temperature gra
dient is maintained across the solution, and oT 

ox = the temperature gradient in ttegrees per cm. 

In the steady state, which is also known as "Soret Equi
librium", the rate of separation due to thermal diffusion is 
assumed to be equal to the rate of mixing due to ordinary dif
fusion, 
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.'. J = 0 , and r~sJ 
LdT st 

E 
= - - = const • ( 2) 

D 

However1 since [~2] was found to be approximately proportional dT st 
to c, an improved equation, 

J = - D ~9- - n'c ~- (3) d x d x 

was suggested 20, where n' (expressed in sq.cm.per sec. per 
degree) is called the "Them.al diffusion coefficient" .. 

In the steady state, J = 0 and equation (3) may be re
-written as 

- n' 

D [~ ~ ] st (4) 

However, this description is unsatisfactory, because owing to 
thermal expansion/contraction (at the beginning of the expe
riment) ~2 has a non-zero value even in the absence of therm-d.T 
al diffusion. A better description is obtained 6l if we re-
place the concentration c in moles/lit. by the molality m. 
For the steady state, we then have 

[! (~ )] = - o 
st (5) 

or 
( grad ln m) st = - o grad T ( 6) 

which defines the Soret coefficient (units: per degree). 
The negative sign in the above equation enables one to ex

press the Soret coefficient as a positive fraction for most 
of the electrolytes in aqueous solutions, where the migration 
of the electrolyte is in the direction of heat flow. The op
posite sign is used for the migration of the solute up the 
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temperature gradient. The value of the Soret coefficient is 

f h f 10-3 °c-1 f 1 t lyt · o t e order o or many e ec ro es in aqueous 
solution and it increases with increasing temperature. It is 
also a function of the concentration of the solute., 

Since the numerical values of the diffusion coefficients 

have been shown to depend on the frame of reference 65, the 
Fick ~. frame defined by the following equation, 

( 7) 

is usually adopted, where v1 and v0 are the partial molar vo
lumes of the solute and solvent respectively and JF and JF 1 · 0 
are the corresponding fluxes. 

This frame of reference is fixed by the geometry of the 
apparatus and is therefore useful in diffusion experiments 
where there is no bulk flow of the solution relative to the 
apparatus, assuming all other forms of '\dume changes are ne
gligible. 

The thermodynamic aspects of thermal diffusion has been 
reviewe.d and discussed recently by Agar in several articles 611 

66i>67. The following brief account introduces certain essen
tial features of his treatmant 67. 

The system under consideration is supposed to be enclosed 
in a cylindrical tube of unit cross-sectional area divided 

into two parts (which may be as large as we please) by a re
reference plane 00 as shown in Figure 1. 
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0 

0 

FIG. 1. 

V • 
p" -

R 

The system can lose or gain energy in the form of P-V work by 

the two movable pistons at the ends. The walls of the contain

er are impermeable to heat and matter. The properties of the 

system in the two sections Land Rare defined by single and 

double primes respectively. 

If one mole of a component 'i 'is made to migrate across 

the plane 00 from L to R under following conditions, 

(a) there is no net amount of any other component crossing 

the reference plane, 

(b) the pressure at any point in the system is maintained 

unaltered, and 

(c) the temperature at any point in the system is also left 

unaltered, 

then the increase of entropy in the region R is "si"' the part

ial molar entropy of i. In such a case, the decrease in entro

py of L is also :s1 leaving the net exchange of heat with the 

surroundings zero, provided the process is carried out rever

sibly. 

(a) and (b) can be satisfied by acting on the components 
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with suitably chosen forces and at the same time moving the 

reference plane relative.to the containing vessel. Condition 

(c) can be satisfied by transferring or extracting heat to or 

from the surroundings. 

During the above process; of migration of one mole of com-

" ponent "i" from left to right, an amount of entropy Si must 

be transferred to a reservoir from R., in the fonn of ff heat 
A of transport" Qi., in order to satisfy conditions (a)., (b) 

and (c) for the system on the R side of the reference plane 

00., 

Hence the actual ff transported entropy" by one mole of "i" 
~ 

across the reference plane from L to R is given by 

$'. 
1 

/\ 

= s. + 
I. 

S , 
l. (8) 

A /\ The "heat of transport" Qi is related to Si., by the usual 
relation 

(9) ' 

where T is the absolute temperature at the reference planec.· 

The above equations thus give the a.mount of heat trans-
the ferred . from L to R by/migration of 1 mole of i under iso-

thermal conditions. If the system is not isothennal there 

will of course be an addi tioT;J,al h,eat flow across 00 due to 

the temperature gradient at this point. 

It has been shown 67, 68 that for Soret equilibrium., 

(10) 
B TB 
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, , , , where ~ 1 and "'I) 2 are numbers of ions of type 1 and 2 , 
" I\ 1+ is the mean molal activity coefficient, S = ~ 1 s1 + 

~ "' + \) 
2 

s
2 

is the molal entropy of transport and Q is the molal 

heat of transport. 

Since 'B' can be calculated from the known values of e/ + 
and a- can be obtained from experiments, the molal entropy 

"' of transport and hence the molal heat of transport, Q, can 
be calculated for the substance under investigation. 

The theory of thermogravitational separation was develop
ed by Furr-.r, 6Jones and Onsager 69, Debye 70, de Groot 24, 

Bardeen 11 , Korsching 43 and many others 72-75. More recently, 

Ho,;.e and Bearman 42 and Korschinsky and Emery 50 have develo

ped theories incorporating the forgotten effect into their 

equations. These will be outlined later. 

~e~e!a! ~h~oEY_of ~u!17,_J~n~s_a~d_O~s~g~r_a~ ~u!l!n~d_bl 

!YEr~l! ~o.:. 

Con~idering an apparatus in the form of a rectangular pa

rallelepiped, which encloses a binary solution, the geometry 

of the apparatus is fixed by the reference axes with their 
origin at the base of the cooled surface. Let 'a' be the slit 

width, 'b' and 'h' the width and height of the parallel pla

tes. Let O < x < a, 0 < y < h and O < z < b (Fig. 2). 
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.'II ___ _ 

2 

Drdinary and thermal diffusion occur along the x-axis., 
ordinary diffusion and convective flow along the y-axis and 
no flow along the z-axis. 

Assuming a mass-fixed frame of reference., the fluxes can 
be written as 

and 

where 

and 

Jx = - D p (-.£.? + er w(l - W ) 'i)T ) (11) 
a x oX 

Jy = - D- p ( c w / o y) + v(x ) Pw (12) 

Jz = 0 (13) 
v(x) is the velocity of convection in cm.sec~1 ., 

. w is the mass fraction of the solute, 
p is the density of the solution, 

1' is the temperature differe,nce between the hot and 
eold surfa-c-es., 

6" is the Soret coefficient defined here as 
. 1 --------- )( 

( 2-~- ) • 
. dT st 

w(l - w) 

At the steady state, the equation of continuity 

0 -'3! ( W f ) = - di V J = 0 (14) 
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The velocity of r.?onvection v(x) is assumed to be zero at 
x = 0 and a. Its value for any other value of x, o < x < a 
is obtained by solving the three hydrodynamic equations, 

op/ ox = o 

o p/ a y + g p = 1, 7fv / o x2 

op/ oz = 0 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

for laminar flow parallel to the y-axis, where p is the pres-
sure at any point, ~ the viscosity of the solution and , , 
g the acceleration due to gravity. 

The above equations can be combined and written as 

where 
(18) 

S = x/ a, and the new boundary conditions are 

v(o) = v(l) = 0 

Also since the volume is conserved 1 

/ v( s )d s = 0 
0 

(19) 

(20) 

The two main assumptions introducted for the solution of 
the above equation for the steady state are 

(1) . 1l is independent of S and hence of temperature 
and concentration, and 

is independent of S • 
Since 

d f /d s oP dT oP dw dT = • --- + --- --- ---oT d5 ow dT d s 

- (3f 'Y oP 
o w(l - w ~ - + T -:_;; [ -
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(where f = -lip · oP/ oT is the coefficient of thermal 

dil~tation) 

this assumption means that (3 1 w, o and D are independent 

of s and that c> P / 0 w is independent of w and hence f 

is a linear function of w. 

It has been shown by. de Groot 24 that even if there be a 

marked dependence of viscosity on temperature, the final er

ror due to assumution (1) is small. 

The solution of equation 08) thus reduces to 

v( S ) = ( 22) 

· It is a curve vanishing 
+ &ra2 

at s = 0, ! and 1 and having 
2 

extreme values of ~----
1281'[ 

dP 
--- at ds ~ = ! & 2 respectively. 

4 4 

The total mass flux of solute m* , in the verti·eal direct
ion is given by 

m* = ab (23) 

where ab = cross- sectional area of the apparatus. 

1 
f (- D. P -~!! + v( 5 ) P w) d ~ 

o oy 
Or 

I 
m* = ab (24) 

This total flux can be divided into two parts md and m
0 

being due to the diffusion in they-direction and the flow 
due to convection respectively. 

The flux due to the convection· m
0 

works out to be 

m0 = - K o/ a y ( p w) - H p w (1 - w) 

where 
( 25) 

(26) 
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and (27) 

The vertical diffusion flow, md come~ out as 

md = - f Dab ( a w/ a y) = - P Kd ( a w/ ay) {28) 

Assuming in addition that P is independent of y, 

m* = - p [ Hw (l - w) + K;l{- ow/ oy] (29) 
* ' where K = K + Kd. Since the ratio Ka(K is of the order of 

a-6 x 10-B ·, Kd need to be considered only for very small slit 

widths or very small (d f /d s ) (i.e. very small temperature 

difference). 

For columns without reservoirs, Bardeen 7l has obtained 

* the following final equations 

* ():J exp(- A ) L 
;f=l 

and 11 = ----=-~: _____ + 
w0 exp(- 2A~ ) - 1 

where assuming d P /d ~ = - (3 p r 

. * l 
[ !_:_i:~2:2!::!l?_!--

( 1 + j TT /Kl) 

and 8 . 
J 

2 abh 
= --------------------

A* H (1 + j 2 n2;Jt 2 ) 

In the steady state, when :t = oo, 

* - 2 A 
= -----------

* 1 - exp 2A 

* 2 A 
= - ------------* exp(-2A) -1 

b. (-1) jexp c-kt) 
J 8. 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

( 37) 

J 
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* exp(-2A ) (38) 

* * When A is sufficiently small, exp (-A ) can be replaced by 

(1 - A* ) and 

z_ ~!l2-:_.(gg_:t_!1:_1_{S1_] 
q=O (2q + 1)2 

( 39) 

and B has a single value , 

(4()) 

9 is called the "characteristic time" and it determines the 

rate of approach to steady state. 

* At t = oo (wli'WJ. ) <XJ = 1 - 2A (41) 

and at t = 0, (42) 

For small values oft/ e , equation (39) can be abbreviat

ed to 

= 
t 1/2 

1 - 4 H ( ------*- ) 
7T~b K 

(43) 

The last expression enables the calculation of the thermal dif

fusion coefficient from the initial slope of a plot of wufw1 
vs. t 112, if the mutual diffusion coefficient is known. When 

it" is sufficiently small, it can be determined by using equa

tion (41)· for steady state separation. Hence D' can be calcu
lated using equation (33). 

For a column with reservoirs, the steady state equation 

for small values of A* also reduces to 

* = 1 - 2A (41) 
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~ereas the initial , rate of separation is greater for a co

lumn without reservoirs as can be seen by comparing equation 

(43) with the one below: 

= l 2 t --------- 2 Ht 
~ 1 - ----

(V/H + t) v 

where Vis the volume of the reservoir. 
the 

(44) 

Hence/ initial changes in concentration occur more rapid-

ly in columns without reservoirs. It must be noted that in 

both cases, the initial rate is independent of the height of 

the column. This has been confirmed experimentally 28 • 

The equation for the therm.al diffusion factor , oe,obtain
ed by Horrie and Bearman who include the forgotten effect F 
in their derivation, for the steady state in the cylindrical I 

column is : 

where 

F 

AB (T (3 /w1 w2) .1 w1 = ------------------(1 - F) 

v2 - V1) 
= (5/16) AB ( ---~---

A= 2g ( 2 X r
0

)
4/504 h 

D - experimental mutual diffusion coefficient 

h = vertical distance between the reservoirs 
l l'l 1/2 "t. = - ln ( --- ) , r 0 = ( r1 r2) 2 r 2 

(45) 

(46) 
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[If a is small compared with r1 and 

( rl - r2) J 
o<.

1 = thermal diffusion ·factor (- To, U.= Soret coefficient) 
w1 ,w2 = mass fractions of components 1 and 2 respectively 

6 w1 = difference between the steady state composition of 
the top reservoir and the initial composition 

- -v1,v2 = partial specific volumes of components 1 and 2 
-V = total specific volume 

1 = - --p 

on comparing the above equation for F with those obtained ear
lier, it can be shown that in the following equajion obtained 
by de Groot 24 

d P/d ~ = - 1 ( (3P + q cr w (1 - w) oP/ ow) (47) 
q gets the value 5/16 instead of the variable value 1 - 0.3 
given by de Groot according as the annular spacing is small 
or large. 

For dilute electrolyte solutions, the value of Fis ver.J 
small (less than 0.1% for a.Olm solutions) and hence can be 
omitted .without serious error. 

As can be seen from the above equations, the forgotten 
effect directly affects the convective velocity. For a given 
mixture, the first term in equation (47) varies much less 
rapidly with composition than the second term. Since the for
gotten effect depends on the difference between the partial 
specific volumes of the two components, it will be negligible 
for an approximately ideal mixture having components of si
milar densities. As an illustration, can be cited Prigogine's37 , ·, 
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experiments on binary organic mixtures.[lb.e mixture tetra

bromoethane-tetrachloroet~ane, when separated in a thermogra

vitational column undergoes a complete inversion in the di

rection of separation of the components1~ J.U.W.W). 

~e2e~t_w~r! ~n_the_fgr~o~t~n_eff~ci. 
l 

Korschinsky and Emery 50 have recently discussed the theo-
retical aspect of the forgotten effect. According to them, 

the forgotten effect influences only the approach to the 

steady state but neither increases nor decreases the steady 
state separation. Also, the forgotten effect should produce 

inversion in the direction of separation within about a minu
te after the start of the experiment. In those cases where 

the more dense component is known to diffuse to the hot wall, 

they maintain that the variation of density with concentrat
ion is too small to cause reversai in the direction of flow 
of the components. The influence of forgotten effect on the 

transient behaviour is larger the smaller the plate spacing. 
In order to verify the experiments on concentration re

versals -reported in the literature, they have tried to dupli
cate the experiments of Jones and Millberger 35 on 50% to

luene-cyclohexane and of Prigogine et al. 37 on the system 

l,l,2,2-tetrachloroethane-1,1,2,2-tetrabromoethane and also 
on bromobenzene-carbontetrachloride. But in all these cases, 
Korschinsky and Emery did not observe any concentration re

versal. So bhey conclude that the concentration reversals re
ported in the literature are not caused by the forgotten ef
fect but by imperfections in the . ' experimental work ., f 
p""'3°1~ ~~. 
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Turner, Butler and Story 76 using the flow-cell techni

que for the determination of concentration changes du~ to 

thermal diffusion in the carbon tetrachloride - cyclohexane 
. , system, have confixmed Korschinsky and Emery s views that the 

forgotten effect does not influence the steady state separat

ion. Their results agree better with those obtained by Horne 

and Bearman 42 ~ when H~,.._,c:. B:.z~~~correction for the for

gotten effectai5 ~fl:I.t:k. 
Horne and Bearman 77 have since re-checked their steady 

state equations and have traced their error as due to prematu

rely tailoring off their Taylor's series expansion for the 

density. Retention of higher terms gave the following equat

ion 

~= (48) 

and hence the denominator is more nearly equal to unity than 

in their earlier 42 equation (45). 
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CH APTER III. 

DESIGN AND C"ONSTRUCTION OF THE COLUMN AND MEASUREMENT ------------------------------------------------------------
OF CONCENTBATION CBl:NGE. PART A: PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS. ----------------~---------------------------------------------
Outline of the method. -------

The apparatus consists of tb.lree concentric cylindrical 

glass tubes (Fig.Ja). Thermostated hot water is circulated 

through the innermost tube and cold water from another thermo

stat is circulated between the middle and the outermost tubes. 

The spacing between the innermost and the middle tube is .of 

the order of one millimetre. The solution under study is injec

ted into this annular space. The concentration changes occur~

ing in the column of solution due to a temperature difference 

imposed across the solution are measured by a suitable method. 

The temperatures of tbe hot and cold thermostats were con

trolled by electronic relays through mercury-toluene regulators 
+ 0 to - 0.02 c. 

Three circulation pumps were used for circulating the ther

mostated water from the hot and cold thermostats as shown in 

Fig.Ja. The temperature difference between the hot and cold 

jackets at the top and bottom ends of the column as well as 

the mean temperature along the length of the column were main-
' tained as uniform as possible by the method of circulation 

illustrated in Fig.3a. Circulation pump 1 circulates hot water 
• most through the inner; tube from the hot thermostat and pump 2 cir-

culates cold water through the outer jacket from the cold ther-
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mostat. The pump 3 serves as a stirrer for the outer jacket 

and circulates the water from the top of the jacket to the 

bottom so as to equalise t .he temperature of the water in tre 

jacket from t op to bottom. The measured rate of circulation of 

pump 1 was 420 gallons per hour and those of the two pumps on 

the cold jacket were 160 gallons perlnur each. 

Copper-Constantan thennocouples were used to measure the 

temperature of the circulating water at the top and the bottom 

ends of the column. All the Constantan ends were soldered to

gether (Fig.3b) so that only one junction could be used for 

rmference. All junctions were coated with cellulose cement 

(Radio Spares) so as to electrically insulate them from the 

circulating water. The lengths of the free copper ends of the 

thennocouples were so chosen that they could be connected to 

the terminals of the Potent i ometer without introducing connec

ting leads or switches, thereby avoia~ng stray e.m.f's. 

A Tinsley potentiometer, in conjunction with a lamp and 

scale galvanometer, was used for measuring the thermo -e.m.f. 

The reference junction was maintained at O 0 c by immersing in 

a mixture of broken ioe and water. 

'11he effective temperature drop across the solution in the 

annular space was determined as follows: 

Fig.3c represents a cross-sectton of tbe apparatus. r
0

, 

r 1 , r 2 and r
3 

represent the radii and t
0

, t 1 , t 2 and t
3, the 

corresponding temperature ~. 
, , 

If an amount of heat q flows across a slab of thickness 

dr, and the:rmal conductivit y k i n unit time, it produces a 

temperature drop dt, according to t h e following equation 
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dt q_ = -k:A. -
dr 

(49) 

where A is the cross sectional area. In the case of a cylin
drical tube 1 A= 2 rrrh1 where his the length of the cylinder 
and r the radius~ 

Referring to Fig.3c 1 the total heat 
,. , 
q flowing per sec. 

from the surface at t 6 to that at t 1 is given by 

rl - tl 

dt] f dr l2 Tf h.k / q = 
ro r 

to 
( 50) 

ln 
rl 

-2 rrhk (t1 - t
0

) q = 
ro 

or (51) 

or (tl - to) = - ( q/2 -rrhk) ln r1/r0 
(52) 

It follows from this relation that 1 for a steady state 

ln r1/ro 
• = -------- . 

kglass ksiution 

: ~~-=2~:g 
kglass 

(53) 

Assuming kglass = O. 002 and ~ater = ksolution = O. 0014 (_a.f~:-1 . 
• sec-1 .deg-:1 and referring to Fig.3c 1 . for the following set 
of values for the radii 1 r 0 = o.60 cm. ,r1 = 0.78 cm, ,r2 = 
= 0.90 cm,and r

3 = 1.10 cm, ,the ratio 

(t0 - t 1 ) : (t1 - t 2 ) : (t2 - t
3

) . 6.42 : 5.00 : 4.92 (54) 
For a temperature difference (t1 - t 2) = 5°c,(t

0 
- t

3
) 

must be 6.42 + 5.00 + 4.92 = 16.34 °c. 

In order to fix the values of t
0 

and t 3 in such a way 
that the mean temperature of the solution is 25.0°c and the 
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difference (t
0 

- t
3

) = 16.34 °c the mean temperature of the 
solution was assumed as a rough approximation to be(t1 + tt'2 = 
= 25.0 °c. Since (t1 - t 2) = 5.0 °c, t 1 and t 2 get the values 
27.5 °c and 22.5 °c respectively. Knowing t 1 and t 2, t

0 
and 

t
3 

could be calculated from the above equation (54) 

t 0 = 27.5 + 6.42 = 33.92 °c 
and t

3 = 22.5 - 4.92 = 17.58 °c 
Having thus a rough idea of t

0 
and t

3
, the mean temperatu

re- of the solution was experimentally set at 25.0 °c by the 
following experiment. 

The solution in the column was maintained isothermal suc
cessively at three different temperatures,say, 20, 25, and 30 
0 c by circulating water from the same thermostat through the 
inner and outer jackets. The total electrical resistance of 
the solution was measured under isothermal conditions by in-

·1Jla tinized troducing two stout/ platinum rings at the top and bottom 
ends of the annular space, the leads being taken out through 
the thin rubber stoppers at the ends. The solution chosen was 
O.OlM HCl. A graph of resistance vs. temperature was drawn 
for use as a reference curve for the next part of the experi
ment. 

The hot and cold jackets were now maintained at t
0 

= 33.92° 
and t 3 = 17.58 °c respectively and the total resistance of 
the solution was measured. From the graph of temperature vs. 
resistance the mean temperature could be read.~ ~he g-ra.ph 
.Since the assumption tm = (t1 + t 2)/2 is only a rough appro
ximation, t

0 
and t 3 needed slight adjustments (maintaining 
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t
0 

- t 3 = 16.34°) till the measured mean temperature was 

exactly 25.0°c. The t
0 

and t 3 tempreratures thus found were 

34.05°c and 17.71°c respectively. 

Measurement of temperature changes between the thermostats 

and the inlets and outlets at the hot and cold jackets neces

sitated the maintenance of the two thermostats at 34.o6°c and 

17.35°c respectively. While the hot thermostat showed a va

riation of± 0.05° during the circulation of water, the cold 

one had a larger variation of± 0.1°. But the variation.sin 

the temperatures of the circulating water through the hot and 

cold jackets were such that the mean temperature across the 

solution (determined by measuring the total resistance) was 

constant to ± o. 05 °. 
The above calculation of the temperature difference is not 

very precise since kglass may not be exactly 0.002. An error 

of± 0.0005 in the value of kglass causes ·a variation in 

C\1r - t 2) from 4.1° to 5.s0
• The convective/ t2--~tfer actoss 

the annulus is likely to increase the effective thermal con

ductivity of the solution, thereby the temperature drop 

across the solution will become smaller. Also the surfaces of 

the gla~s tubes in contact with the circulating water may 

not be exactly at the temperatures .t
0 

and t
3 

of the circulat

ing water in the cold and hot jackets. 

In the absence of an experimental method of determining 

the precise temperature drop across the solution in the annu

lus, the calculation by the above method gives us a fair es

timation of the temperature difference. 
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~e~Cfi~t!o~ 2f_tte_c2l~~s_u~e~ ~n~ ~h~ ~e!h2d~ ~f_d~t~I'I;!!i~
ation of the cha!!,ges in the concentration of the solution in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
the column. ------

The initial experiments were carried out in 1 meter long 

pyrex glass columns with/ :illimeter annular spacing. The top 

and bottom ends were closed by rubber tubes ground to fit 

the annular space (Fig.3a). Two small holes were bored 

through the rubber stopper at the top for filling and air

-escape and one through the lower stopper for draining or 

withdrawing the solution. Thin nylon tubings were used for 

the purpose. Water from the same thermostat was circulated 

through both the inner and outer jackets. The column was then 

filled with the solution. O.OlM NaCl and O.OlM NaOH were used 

in the initial experiments. The temperature of one of the ja

ckets was then changed by circulating water from the other 

thermostat. The temperature difference across the solution 

was about 20°c. After a definite interval of time., say 10 

hours about 5 ml• samples were withdrawn from the top and the 
bottom ends respectively and their concentrations determined 

by titration using indicators. 

For the above experiment., say in the case of O.OlM NaCl 

e has the value 50 hours 

(eqn 40). At the end of 10 hours., the expected separation 

w,t1w~ = 0.97 (eqn.43). In terms of the titre values, 5 ml.of 
the solution from the top and bottom ends of the column., 
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should give an equivalent of 4.85 and 5.15 ml.of O.OlM .AgN0
3

• 
The observed values were 4.95 and 5.05 mL respectively. Thus 

a definite increase in concentration was found at the lower 

end of the column and a corresponding decrease in concentrat

ion at the upper end. However, the observed changes were much 

less .than the expected. 

~~~~!'!E!~~!12g_2f_22~2~~~£~~!2g_sh~~g~_Er-~!~2!£2~~!ti2 
:!:!~!~~!2!:~!. 

Since the indicator titration method was not accurate 

enough for these small concentration changes, in subsequent 

experiments, the concentration changes in NaCl solution were 

determined by the differential potentiometric titration 79 
using Ag,/AgCl electrodes (Fig.4) and those of NaOH, by con

ductometric titration in a cell constructed specially for the 

purpose for small volumes of solution (Fig.5). 

The results were obviously better than those obtained by 

the indicator titrations in that the end point3were sharp. 

The observed titre v~lum:es were again 4.95 and 5.05 mL respec

tively for the top and bottom 5 ml· of O.OlM NaCl solution at 

the end of ' lO hours in the column of the above dimensions. 

~~!~~!g~!!2g_2f_22~2~~!£~~!2~-2h~gg~_El-~1~2~!2~~!£!S 
titrations. -----------

In another experiment on O.OlM NaCl, a column of stainless 

steel inner tube and glass outer tube (annular space: 0.12 
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cm• and height: 97;,o cm~ was used in order to increase the ef

fective temperature drop across the solution and thereby de

crease e to reduce the time of approach to steady state. 

For a temperature difference of 50°, e works out as 2 hours. 

The expecte~ steady state separation according to equation 

(41), (wufw1 ) 00 = 0.8. 

At the end of 59 hours, the experiment- was stopped by 

switching off the circulation pumps and th~~e successive 5 ml. 
portions from the top and three similar portions from below 

were titrated against standard AgN0
3 

solution. (5 ml. of ori

ginal NaCl solution = 3.40 mL standard AgN0
3 solution.) The 

observed titre values in order from the top were: 3.25, 3.35, 

3.45; 3,45, 3.50 and 3.55 m~AgNo
3 

respectively. The expect
ed titre values for the top;;~.and bottom portions of the solut

ion are 3.05 and 3.75 ml standard AgN0
3 

respectivel~ - obser

ved change, 43% lower than the expected change. 

In the above column, O.BM NaOH solution was then subject
ed to thermogravi tational separation, for which e works out 

as 1.5 hours. At the end of 25.5 hours, about 1.5 ml. of the 
solution was withdrawn from each of the extremei ends of the 

column and 1 ml. of each was titrated against standard HCl 

solution in the conductimetric cell. The- volumes o:f HCl re-
ml. 

quired were 2.15 and 3.10/respectively, ·while 1 ml. of the 

original NaOH needed 2.65 ml. The separation process was con
tinued further although the height of the solution in the 

column was less than it was before.- At the end of 57 hours, 

the experiment was stopped and 1 mL samples -from the top and 

bottom gave titre values of 2.20 and 3.10 mL of HCl respecti-
vely, thereby indicating the attainment of steady state al-
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ready at the end of 25.5 hours. The expected value of (wufwi> ~ = 
= 0.37 ( crNaOH = 12.5) l5 and the expected titre values for 

the steady state are 1.45 and 3.85 ml. standard HCl respective

ly; - observed change is 42% lower than £.he expected change. 

In the above experiments, although the observed separat

ions are about 40/o less than the expected values, the important 

feature of the results was that the concentration changes at 

equal dis tanca:ion either side of the centre of the column were 

equal but opposite in sign. This eliminates the necessity of 

measuring the concentration changes at both ends of the co

lumn. Therefore, in the foll owing experiments , only the concen

tration changes occuling at the top end of the column were 

measured. 

The poor agreement of the observed and expected concentra

tion changes in the above experiments was perhaps mainly be

cause of the inevitable non-uniformity of the annular spacing 

over the length of 1 meter (the steady state separation de-

. pends on the fourth power of the spac·ing) of even the best se

lected tubings for these preliminary experiments. Another 

drawback was that samples of solution had to be withdrawn from 

the col~ for analysis externally. This caused disturbance 

of the vertical concentration profi l e while withdrawing out of 

the column and also reduced the height of the solution in the 

annular space, thereby altering the conditions of the subse

quent separation process. Thus, during one run, the concent r at-
r ion changes occuring at different intervals of time could not 

be determined without altering the length of the col umn of 

solution. 
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g~!~-l-~!~-~~~£~~"!!!E_E;t;!'~!-~!~e2_!~~~~.! 
~~1~!'!!~~~!2~_2f_22~2~g~E~1!2~-2~~g~_£l_22~~~2~~~~E!2_~~~~~f~ 

In order to maintain the same height of the solution in 
the column during the whole experiment, pipette-type microcon
ductivity cells (Fig.6) were introduced so that the conducti
vity of the solution could be measured at definite intervals 
of time and the solution dropped back into the column. In the 
previous experiments, since slight corrosion was suspected on 
the surface of the stainless steel tube, only glass tubes we
re used for all the following experiments. 

As shown in the Fig.6, two almost identical conductivity 
cells A and B of 0.9 ml. capacity each and with provision for 
circulation of the thermostated water were constructed. The . two cells were clamped above the. top of the column, one of 
them was always kept filled with the original solution with 
which the column was filled. This served as the comparison 
cell. Into the other cell the solution from the top of the 
column was periodically (at exact intervals of 5 or 10 mins. 
initially and at longer intervals as the separation approach
ed the steady state) sucked in and the conductivity determin
ed (temperature controlled by the thermostated water circula
ting through the jackets of the two cells A and Bat 20 gal
lons per hour). The solution was then dropped back into the 
column. It must be mentioned that the cell had to be rinsed 
thrice with the solution from the top of the column (the rin
sings were dropped back into the column) before taking the 
conductivity readings. 

As an illustration of the type of results obtained, the 
data obtained for O.OlM HCl in a column with 0.17 cm. annular 
spacing and 8?.5 cm. height with a temperature difference of 
5° at a mean temperature of 2, 0 c ha~e been tabulated. 
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T a b 1 e I. 

~~E~!~!!2~-~f_Q~Q!~_gQ±i-~~!~~~~£~_£2~~2-1~-S~!!§_!_~£-~ 
Time RA ~ Duration (mine.) 

2.57 p.m. 579.8 555 .. 4 0 

3.10 592.2 555.4 13 

3.20 !)98.3 555.4 23 

3.30 600.2 555.4 33 

3,45 606.1 555.5 48 

4.00 612.5 555.5 63 

4.30 617,6 555.4 93 

5.00 622.2 555,4 123 

5.30 629.8 555.4 153 
6.oo 631.4 555.4 183 

7.05 636.5 555.4 248 

10.25 652.a 555.4 41-18 

10.10 a.m. 652.5 555.4 19h.13m 

. 12,13 p.m. 653.5 555.4 21h.16m 

12,17 p.m. pumps stopped 

The. steady state separation expected for o. OlM HCl 

(D = 3,2 x 10-5 cm2.sec~1) BO and ( (Y = 9.00 x 10-3 deg71) 78 

under the above conditions is (wufwi>w = 0.58, which ought 

to give a change in the resistance, RA from 579.a to 73,3 ohms 

at steady statei whereas the observed value is 48% of the 

expected change. Qn the other hand, using the value1; D' = 

= 2·1. O x 10-8 cm2 • sec-1 • deg:1 obtained with the all-glass co

lumn (p. 72 ), the above resistance change (12.5%) . corres

ponds to 67% of the expected value (13%) • 
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The interesting aspect of the above experiment is the 

approach to the steady state. The table below shows what per

centage of the final steady state resistance change is covered 

at various times after the start of the ; experiment. 

T a b 1 e II. 

~h~-~EEE~~9h-~£-~~~~~l-~~~~~i_Q~QY,4_gQ! 

Time {hrs.) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.5 

% of resis. 
change at 45 60 75 83 90 95 100 
steady state 

Nearly half the steady state separation occurs in the 

first hour; the separation then gradually levels off attain

ing the steady state value in less than 10 hours ( 6 = 5 

hours, from eqn.40). 

In order to get better agreement of the observed and ex

pected separation, it was thought that reducing the height 

of the column from one meter to about 20 cm. would minimize 

the effect of non-uniform annular . spacing 50 on the percenta

ge separation ( eqns. 33 and 41). 

Experiments were therefore conducted in a shorter column 

of 15 .a cm• height and 0.17 cm- annular spacing._,, the temperatu

re conditions remaining the same. 

The steady state for O.OlM HCl was attained within one 
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hour ( e = 10 min.) and the observed change was 60% of the 

expected (wt/wi> oo = 0.9 • This result was quite encourag-

ing, but there still remained one more snag which had to be 

overcome - that of disturbing the separation process while 

sucking the solution into the conductivity cell and dropping 

it back. Also, since the cell had to be rinsed many times be

fore taking a measurement, the precise value of the instanta

neous concentration at any instant could not be obtained. 

;Q~:!:~~!£~1!2£_2f_£2gs~~~r~~!2~_2h~~s;~_2i_112~~!:~~!§!~£2~-E~1!2" 
method. -------

With all the experience gathered in the above preliminary 

experiments, it was finally decided to introduce two plati

ni~ed-platinu.m ring electrodes at the top and bottom ends of 

the annular space and measure the ratio of the resistance of 

the solution in the upper half to that in the lower half of 

the column by introducing a centre-tap electrode. This techni

que of measuring concentration changes was first d~vised and 

used in these laboratories 61 , 62 , 63 for static Soret cells 
v erti cal 

with/ temperature difference. The experiments described in the 

following pages will show that this method was equally suc-
, the 

cessful in the case of/ the:rmogravitational column as well, in 

spite of the existence of non-uniform temperature across the 

solution in the column. 

Preliminary experiments in this series were carried out 

on seve r al short columns of about 15-20 ems. height made of 

gl ass tubes with precis i on i nner di ameters and of annular 
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spacingso.17, 0.12 and 0.10 cm. 

Construction of the column. ------------~--~----------
In the first experiment, a column of 20 cm.height (betw

een the stoppers) and 0.17 cm. annular spa~ing was used (Fig. 

7). Two platinum rings formed the end electrodes. A tiny bead 

at one end of a platinum wire fonned the centre~tap electrode. 

The distance between the top and bottom electrodes was 17 cm. 

The two leads of each of the end ring electrodes were taken 

out horizontally through the wall of the outer,glass tube of 

the annular space, since the rubber stoppers enclosing the 

annular space were too thin to bore holes and take the leads 

through them. The second lead of each ring electrode served 

only to fix the rings firmly. A pair of holes of 1 mm.diameter 
, 1 the 

was :-; carefully made in the wall of; outer glass tube at either 

end and another one exactly midway between the top and the 

bottom holes, by means of a heated tungsten wire, without cau

sing mmch deformation in the glass tube. The central electrode 

was carefully adjusted not to protrude beyond the inner wall 

of the outer tube. All the leads were covered with pla:'tic in

sulation sleevings and sealed on to the outer surface of the 

glass tube with "Araldite". These leads were taken out through 
the 

the glass wall of/ ou~er jacket through three corresponding 

holes fitted with small rubber stoppers as shown in P.ig.7. 

The rubber stoppers at the ends were removed and the co

lumn was cleaned with chromic acid followed by distilled wa

ter. The electrodes in the column were coated with platinum 

black by the usual method 81 • The column was once again clean-
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ed thoroughly with distilled water and finally with conduc

tivity water. 

Measurement of the resistance ratio. -----------------------------------
The ratio of the resistance of the top half to the bottom 

half of the solution (in future referred to as the resistance 

ratio) was measured by the Wheatstone bridge technique using 

a Wagner earth for the balance, as shown in Fig.8. The brid

ge was fed from a 1 kQIS. oscillator through a screened trans

fonnet • . A cathode - ray oscilloscope was used to detect the 

off-balance signal amplified by an amplifier. 

The two halves of the solution resistances were balanced 

against two 4-decade boxes, l\i and R:i_, each of 10000 ohms ma

ximum resistance. The Wagner arm consisted of t,vo decade bo

xes Wu and w1 of 1000 ohms each and a 15-ohm rheostat, Wf 

for fine adjustment. The floating terminal of the rheostat, 

which formed the centre of the Wagner arm, was permanently 

connected to the earth end of the detector. The other end of 

the detector)Jfateajwas connected to either E or F through a 

single pole double throw switch Sn• The reference wave was 

fed to t?e X-plates of the C.R.o. from the same 1 Jicis. oscil

lator feeding the bridge. The excess capacitance on either 

the upper or lower half of the solution resistance was balan

ced by the variable condensers Cw and CR, one end of each of 

which was permanently connected to the centre of the Wagner 

and resistance arms respectively. The other end of each was 

connected to either the upper or lower .Etnd of the bridge 

through the s.p.d.t. switches Sw and SR. 
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The resistance ratio was then measured as follows: 

Step (1). 

The detector was first connected to the centre-tap and 

the solution resistancewwere balanced aga.inst the Wagner ann . 

by adjusting the resistances Wu, Wf and w1 and the capiaci tan-

ce Cw connected across the upper or lower side of the Wagner 

arm, by means of switch Sw• 

Step (2). 

The detector was then connected to the resistance arm 

through the switch SD and the resistance9"'a.nd capacitance on 

the Wagner arm were balanced by adjusting Ru_, R:i_ and CR~ the 

switch SR being used as necessary. 

Step (3). 

Step (1) was repeated and the resistances and capacitance 

on the Wagner arm were re-adjusted. This was then followed 

by Step (2). 

This procedure was repeated till the bridge components 

needed no re-adjustments. 

In the above method of measurement, ~ and R1 were al

ways so adjusted as to keep their ·sum constant at, say, 

(Ru_+ R1 ) = 10000 ohms. This enabled one to obtain the ratio 
2 Yt (:f\i - R1 )t . ---- = ----------- and hence 2 Yt = ( l\i - R1 ) t directly from 
104 :f\i + R1 

the bridge readings. 

Since± Yt is a measure of the resistance changes as a 

consequence of the concentration changes in the top half and 
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bottom half of the column of solution,± Yt can be considered 
to represent the changes occuling at! and 2 of the column 

4 4 
height. 

r Hence the concentration changes occuring at the top and 
bottom ends of the column can be assumed to be 

(55) 

(This assumption has been verified in a later experiment; u.t.p.,rJ. 

Since~ and R1 correspond to the concentrations cu and 
c1 at the upper and lower half of the column, they can be 
related by the definition of equivalent conductivity JL. : 

L 
= --- = 

AR 

_A [c] 

1000 
( 56) 

where Ksp is the specific conductivity of the solution, L is 
the distance between the electrodes, A the cross-sectional 
area of the electrodes which enclose the solution, R the re
sistance of the solution and [c] , the concentration in 
equiv. per liter. 

Hence L\i o< (--! __ ) • R1 ex 
. ..A. [c] u 

(--!--\ 
A(c]l1 (.Jl[cJ) 1 ( A c) 1 . 

= --------=------,where c is the molar concentration. (-A. [c]) u (_./Le) u 

( .A.0)1 /( .A. c)u can be equated to c1 /cu since the concentra
tion changes involved are small. For example, in the case of 
O.OlM HCl, 11here a~e expects a large change in ct1c1 from 
unity on account of its high D' = 29 x 10-8 78 ( 6% change in 

concentration at steady state according to eqn (41), for a 
column of 17 cm.height and 0.17 cm.annulu~ at 25°c), the 
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following values of _A c at 25° were obtained from a graph 
of A vs. _c (data taken from La:qdolt-B~rnstein 82 ) for a 
20/o change in concentrationo At c1 
c
3 = O. OllM, ~ c1 = 3.29, -A2c2 _A C 

= 0.008, c2 = 0.010, and 

= 4.11 and _.A._
3

c3 = 4.92 
= c2 and ~ 2_:2 = 0.120 = respectively. Hence __ g __ g = , 0. 125 

C 
= _,2. 

Therefore, 

* ion. 

H A* ence, 

cl _!L2 c2 

Cl 
= ( -- ) 

CU t 
for small changes in concentrat-

can be calculated from the steady state eqn. 
( 38) ,,. ( lhe Borne and Bearman expression for the steady state, 
eqn.(48) for/ ~ylindrical column reduces to the flat cell ex
pressions ( eqn.41) since ( 2 ,X r 

0
) = a = r1 - r 2 in the_ pre

sent experiment, the radii r 1 and r 2 being 0.95 and 0.78 cm. 
respectivel~, i.J'sing the measured value of Yeo (i.e. Yt at 
steady state) thus: 

Cl - C ) = .2 ( ______ .:.~ 

CU+ Cl 00 

* 1 -2A __ :_§ ___ _ 
= 

Wl - W ) 
= ( -------~ 00 = 

wu + w1 

(57) 

* or y
00 = -2500 tanh A (58) 

For small values of A* I tanh -r = A* , and hence 
* = -2500 A (59) Y0o 

from which A* and hence D' can be calcul·ated from the stea-
dy state value of y 

00 
• 
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~f29~1~~-2f_!~~-~;E~!!!~~1· 
The hot and cold jackets had to be maints,;i.ned at 34.05°c 

and 17. 7°c for a column of cross-sectional ds:1ta as given on 
p. 29, according to the calculations described on page 31, 
for getting a mean temperature of 25.0°c and a temperature 
difference across the solution of 5.0°c. 

Before filling the column with the solution under study, 
' the column was maintained under isothermal conditions by cir
culating water from the same thermostat through both the in
ner and outer jackets. The column was then filled with the 
solution and the isothenn.al resistance ratio was measured. 
The constancy of this ratio was checked over a period of about 
20 minutes. The solution was then subjected to the temperatu
re difference and Yt was measured as a function of time. 

O.OlM LiCl solution was used for the first experiment to 
check the stability of the resistance ratio under a tempera
ture difference, since its Soret coefficient is very nearly 
zero. 

This was then followed by measurements on several O.OlM 
solutions of 1:1 electrolytes, for which the Soret coeffi
cients and the diffusion coefficients are known by other me
thods, so that the separation obtained by these experiments 
could be compared with the values expected according to equat
ion (58). 

The separation obtained in these experiments were about 
40% lower than the values calculated according to equation 
(58). More details of calculation are omitted here since they 
will be described at length in a later chapter. 
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!~~~~!ff!~~~!~~-~£~~~!~E~~-!£_!~~-~~~Y~-~;E~E!~~~!~· 

Apart from the theoretical limitations of the equation 

(38), it was thought that the results could be improved by 

shifting the end electrodes as far towards the stoppers as 

possible. Also it was decided to drill holes through the 

glass walls by an ultrasonic drill instead of using the tungs

ten wire method, so as to avoid deformations in the glass tu

bes during the latter procedure. 

The other main difficulties encountered in these prelimi

nary experiments were: 

(1) Very often after the calibration experiments which 

used to take about a week, the solution started leaking through 

the holes where the leads were sealed on to the glass tube, 

giving rise to electrical leakage and hence irreproducibility 

of the experiments. 

(2) Before filling with different solutions, the rubber 

stoppers at the ends had to be removed for cleaning them and 

the column. In order to take care not to break the leads of 

the electrodes, the column had to be disconnected from the 

circulation pumps. To avoid these difficulties, in subsequent 

experiments, the electrode leads were taken out through the 

end ;,:ubber stoppers fitting the cold jackets. Only the lead 

from the centre -tap electrode was taken out through the wall 

of the outer jacket. 

Eventually the rubber annular stoppers were replaced by 

polythene stoppers which were carefully ground for the purpo

se. The lower stopper was sealed into the annular space with 
"Araldi ten • The leads of the end ring electrodes were taken 

out through holes bored in the polythene stoppers, thereby 
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isolating them from the circulating water. This set-up ena

bled one to leave the apparatus undisturbed wh±le cleaning the 

column by just sliding up the polythene stopper at the top. 

The leads were sealed from the outside into the holes in the 

polythene stoppers with a drop of "Araldite" so that they 

G.ould be removed or inserted into the annular space along with 

the electrodes. This enabled one to maintain a ~· .. constant elec

trode to electrode distance in the column. As in the case of 

the rubber stoppers, two holes through the upper stoppers we

re bored for filling and air escape and one through the lower 

stopper for draining or filling the solution. 

Unfortunately, after a certain number of runs, the tempe

rature difference produced cracks in the glass tube around 

the stoppers. Hence the stoppers had to be removed and reseal

ed in a fresh pyrex glass column. Columns of different annul

ar spacings were also used for these experiments. 

A. set of experiments was carried out in a short column 

having nine probe-electrodes and two large ring electrodes at 

the ends, to find out the dependence of separation on the 

height of the column. 

The apparatus which can be see? in Fig.9 was similar to 

the one shown in Fig.7 except that nine probe-electrodes were 

sealed with "Araldi ten · into the outer tube through holes 

drilled at regular intervals by a supersonic drill. The dis

tances of the electrodes in cm. from the ring electrode at the 

top are given below. 
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T a b 1 e III". 

!~~-~E~£2:~~-i!!!_£~..:2._~f_!g~-~1~2!E22-~~.:._!g~-~!~~:E!'~~~:~!~~!!'22-~ 
column. 

Top u1 u2 ring 
C Lower ring 

electrode 
( L) elec-

trode 
(U) 

o.oo 2.12 3.9a 6. oo s.o4 10.20 12.3s 14.46 16.52 1s.74 20.50 

The annular space was o. 097' cm., the temperature drop across 
· 0 0 the solution and the mean temperature were 5 and 25 C respec-

tively~ The resistance ratio was measured as in the case of 

the center-tap electrode col'Wllns - keeping the total resis

tance between the top (U) and bottom (1) ring electrodes cons

tant on the bridge at 10000 ohms. The det ector Y-plate was 

connected to the nine ~probe-electrodes in succession from t op 

to bottom. The constancy of the resistance ratio at each of 

the nine· .. probe-electrodes was tested by using o. Olm solut-

ion of LiCl, NaCl, KCl and HCl at isothermal conditions and 

under a temperature gradient in the case of O.Olm LiCl. Sin

ce these resistance ratios must be proportional to the spa

cings of the probe-electrodes, they are compared ih a sepa

rate table taking into consideration the measured distance 

of 20.50 cm. between U and L, the top and bottom ring elec

trodes-. 

The thermogravitational separation as a function of the 

height of the solution in the column was measured for O.Olm 

HCl solution. All the results are given in Chapter V. 
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C HAP T E R IV. 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE COLUMN AND MEASUREMENT ------------------------------------------------------------
OF CONCENTRA.TION CH:llUE. PART B: THE .ALL-GLASS COLUMN. ------------------------------------------------------------

In view of the many difficulties encountered so far in 

the design of the column it was decided to completely dispen

se with the problem of stoppers and glue-sealing of the cen

tre-tap electrode. An all-glass column was., therefore., cons

tructed as described below from precision inner bore pyrex 

glass tubings. This column turned out to be more satisfactory 

than any other column constructed so far both regards repro

ducibility of the experiments and higher percentage separat

ion. 

The column is of 18.0cm~ height and 0.125 cm.annular spa

cing. The top and bottom electrodes (A and B) (Fig.lOa) are 

rings made of 1 mm•diameter platinum wire. A 24 s.w.g. plati

num wire was used for the central electrode (C). Fig.lOa re

presents a diagram of this apparatus. 

The lower end of the outer glass tube was carefully fused 

on to the inner tube so that the distortion of the annular 

space at the joint did not proceed beyond about 1 cm. mhe 

lead of the bottom electrode was sealed (L) into the annular 

space through a tungsten extension. A small outlet (M) for 

draining the column was also made. The centre tap electrode 

(C) was also sealed (K) into the outer glass tube at exactly 

9.0 ems above the lower ring electrode (B).These two glass 

seals (K,L) were made with extreme care so as to leave the 
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annular space between the top and bottom ring electrode=,as 
uniform as the precision glass tubings permitted. The bottom 
and the centre-tap electrodes thus fixed the height of the 
lower of half of the column. The top end of the column was 
le~ open so that the upper electrode (A) could be introduc
ed into the annular space and the lead fastened by a firm rub
ber-band (J) onto the inner tube. The height of this electro
de could be adjusted till the isothermal resistance ratio was 
exactly unity. A P.T.F.E. 0-ring (I) ground to the appropria
te size was used to close the upper end of the column to pre
vent evaporation of the solution in the column. The lower 
electrode was so sealed that the ring was above the slight 
distortion produced at the glass seal. This dead space was 
minimized by filling it with a platinum gauze cylinder (0). 
For purposes of symmetry, a similar one was used above the 
top electrode as well. The dead spa:ee at either end makes a 
bit of a reservoir at each end, but the effect is assumed to 
be ·negligible. 

This· column was fitted into the outer jacket as describ
ed below, in such a way as to enable one to dismantle or as
semble it without much difficulty. 

The outer jacket (Fig.lOa) was a 48 mm. glass tube hori
zontally split approximately in half as shown, so that a small 
groove (T) of about 2 mm. length could be made in one half 
for taking the central lead out. Small washers (F) were cut out 
of a rubber sheet and were stuck on the rims of the split 

I I 
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ends of the jacket, so that on assembling together, they would 

form a liquid-tight seal. 

The column was enclosed in this jacket by means of two 
metal caps (D,D') on either end of the jacket as follows: 

Two brass discs of 1/8" thickness and of the outer diame
ter of the jacket, were cut so as to exactly sit on top of 
the ends of the jacket. Holes (W) (Rig.lOb) of diameter 1/2 mm. 
in excess of the outer diameter of the outer glass tube of 
the column were made at the centres of the two circular metal 
discs. Three more hol:es (U) of 1/8" diameter were made in each 
of them (Fig.lOb) for fixing the metal caps on either end of 
the jacket, by means of three vertical rods(V), passing insi-

e , de the jackt. The metal cap D for the lower end of the jacket 
was split along a diameter since the column with the central 
and lower two glass projections could not be introduced 

through the hole in the brass cap. Two rubber discs (E) of 
put the same diameter as the metal caps were/ out of a cycle tube. 

Three 1 mm.holes were made in them corresponding to the 1/8" 
holes in the metal caps for the vertical rods, so that these 
holes made a liquid-tight fitting on the rods. A small centr
al hole was made in each for introducing the column, and so 
as to fit the outer glass tube firmly. Small thin strips of 
rubber sheet were sealed to both the rims of the inner hole 
in order to act as washers (P) between the glass and metal. 
One end of each of the three vertical rods was screwed into 
the upper metal cap (D) and locked with nuts (not shown in the 
diagram) so that all three were liquid tight. Small rubber 

rings (F) (Fig.lOa) were cut out of the cycle tube rubber so 
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, the 
as to form washers between the metal ~nd/glass at the rim of 

the cold jacket. These washers were sealed to the glass by 

silicone rubber. A short length of rubber tube was cut • .. : from 

the neck of a balloon. Half the length was sleeved on a brass 

cylindrical ring (H) (Fig.lOa) of the same inner diameter as 

the central hole in the metal cap. The other half acted as a 

tight seal between the outer glass tube of the column and the 

metal ring. This ring was sealed on to the lower side of the 

upper metal cap (D).The rubber disc was then passed down 

the three metal rods on top,of the metal ring, so that the 

upper end of the column could be passed through the rubber 

and then the metal discs. The upper side of the column was 

thus fitted into one half of the jacket. 

Keeping this assembly fixed upside down as in Fig.lOb on 

a suitable stand, the lower half of the jacket was assembled 

as follows: The other rubber disc E was sleeved on the three 

vertical rods and the column by stretching the holes. A tight 

fitting rubber 0-ring (G) (Fig.lOa) was then slid on the out

er glass tube of the column above the rubber disc. The lower 

half of the jacket was then placed in position. The split me

tal caps were now placed on top and the lower and upper metal 

caps were held together at either end of the whole jacket by 

tightening the knurled head brass nuts (X) on the vertical 

rods at the split 'metal cap end. The rubber washers (F) at 

the centre of the jacket made the latter liquid tight. To 

hold these halves in position, a short length of the cycle 

tube was stretched and fitted over the same (Q) (Fig.lOa). 

For the sake of extra security, an aluminium cylindrical clamp 
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(R) (Fig.lOa) was also fastened. The little groove (T) through 
which the insulated lead (N) of the central electrode was ta
ken out, was .sealed with silicone rubber. In order to prevent 
the metal capds at either end from sliding laterally, two 
small copper cylindrical rings ( S) ( ,Fig. lOa), the inner dia
meters of which were equal to the outer diameter of the cold 
jacket and the metal cap., were fitted at either end so as to 
hold the latter two together. The assembly after turning up
side down was ready for use. A photograph of the assembled ap
paratus can be seen in the next page. 

Before use the column was cleaned with ch_romic acid and 
the electrodes were platini~ed as described on page 40. 

Electrical resistance measurements. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The resistance ratio and the derived quantity Yt were 

measured by a Wheatstone bridge as described on p.41. 

To increase the sensitivity of the null-balance method, 
a double ellipse method described recently by Clothier 83 
was used. 

In this method the same single ~llipse bridge balance 
circuit described on page 41 was used; but the single ellip
se could be split into two ellipses by adding a square wave 
to the sinusoidal horizontal input to the C.R.O. The square 
wave was obtained also from the same oscillator which gene
rated the sinei wave. By suitably adjusting the frequency and 
amplitude of the square wave, two identical ellipses could 
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be obtained side by side on the screen of the oscilloscope., in 

place of the more usual single ellipse. These ellipses were 

then closed to two parallel straight lines by balancing the 

out -of- phase capacitance. The resistances were then adjusted 

to make them collinear. The collinearity of the two lines can 

be judged more easily than the horizontality of the line in a 

single ellipse method., by making a small separation of the two 

adjacent tips very distinct. Also., a small out -of- balance re

sistance causes these tips to move in opposite directions and 

hence the displacement from collinearity is doubled. 

Finally one more idea in the technique of measurement of 

the resistance ratio was tested experimentally: 

Since there is always the fear that there might be a slight 

electrical leakage to earth through the circulating water via 

the insulation at the centre-tap electrode., it was thought 

that one could earth the latter itself and dispense with the 

Wagner arm. The resistance ratio could then be measured straig

htaway by b~lancing the same on two resistance boxes. 

To test this experimentally, Yt was measured. during the 

entire course of an experiment by both the methods: one., hy 

the usual.,·.· Wagner balance when the centre-tap is not direct-
e ly earthed; and the other, with the cntre-tap earthed and the 

column shielded by an earthed copper gauze immer$.:ed in the 

cold jacket., but without the Wa.gne.r arm. This was done by us

ing two way switches at appropriate places. This experiment 

was repeated several times and it was found that Yt measured 
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by these two methods always differed by a constant small 

fraction which was the same from the beginning to the end of 

the course of an experiment. 

Some values of resistance measurements during thermogravi

tational separation are given below for illustration . 

T a b 1 e IV. 

= 10000 ohms. 

( i) ( ii) 

Cell centreearth- Wagner balance Diffe-
ed, Wagner arm rence 
eliminated (i)-(ii) 

Isothermal resistan
ce reading on box Ru: 5021 5009 12 

Resistance reading 
after 1 hour with 
temperature diffe
rence: 5030 5018 12 

T a b 1 e v. 

~=1g.g~-h~!~~~-=~~!§!~~s~_!!!h_~£~_!11h2~1_!~~~=-~~· 
!!~E1~2!~~-~-Q~Q!¥_~22!i-~-±-~1 -=-!QQQQ_~~~· 

Isothermal resis
tance reading on 
box Ru : · 
Resistance reading 
R.~ after 2 hrs.with 
t~perature differ.: 

Steady state read
ing on box Ru : 

( i) (ii) 

Cell centre earth- Wagner balance Diffe-
ed, Wagner arm rence 
eliminated (i)-(ii) 

5006 

5052 

5063 

4994 

5038 

12 

12 
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Since in all these experiments one is interested only in 

the difference between the initial and final values of l\i, 
the Wagner balance method was found unnecessary. The number 

of components on the bridge side is, thereby, reduced to only 

two 4-decade resistance boxes(~ and R1 ) (see Fig.8) and 

one 150 pl!l.variable condenser (CR). Care was taken to see that 

the centre-tap was earthed properly and the whole column 

shielded by the earthed copper gauze ( see Photograph I.) im

mersed in the cold jacket. 

The £r!d.ge _ n~t!O:,'k _ a!:d _ d~t~rJEi!:a~i~n.-of ft. 

This bridgeff, assembly is shown in the Photograph II. oppe

si~e. The of:Pbalance voltage between the centre-tap and the 

centre of the two decade boxes,~ and R1 was ~plified by a 

low frequency amplifier and fed to the Y-plates of a cathode

-ray oscilloscope. The reference wave was fed to the X-plates 

through a "phase shifter" from the same 1 kcs. oscillator 

that fed the btidge. The phase shi~er consists of a variable 

R-C coupling network, which enables the reference wave to be 

corrected in phase by an amount appropriate to the bridge con

ditions. This is done by init·ially getting a null-balance on 

the c.R.O. by adjusting the two resistances :E\.i and R1 and 

the capacitance CR in parallel with them. The bridge was then 

deliberately put out of balance by increasing or decreasing 

the resistance on one of the arms. The eliipse thereby pro

duced was then collapsed to a straight line by adjusting the 

phase shi~er. This adjustment was needed only once - while 

measuring the initial isothermal ratio. No re-adjustment was 



~ '. ~ f\ 
' C..- ~ \.' . 

PhotograJ~.h II 

i I 
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needed during the subsequent course of the experiment. The 

tilted straight line was then brought back to the horizontal 

by balancing the resistancro ~ and R1 , keeping their sum 
l\i - R1 

constant at 10000 ohms. Yt was then calculated as-------
2 

(eqn.55) ., 

§c~p~ 2r_u~i~g_a_r~c2r~e! for fo!l~w!ns the ~o~~e_of the 

~eEa!a~i~n_pEo~e~s~ 

It may be mentioned at this stage that the off-balance 

signal from the L.F amplifier can be fed into a "phase-sensi

ti ve detector" which compares it with the reference signal 

coming through the "phase shi~er" and gives a rectified out

put that can be recorded by a potentiometric recorder. In this 

way one could record the entire course of the separation pro

cess as a function of time by using an appropriate potentio

metric recorder. 

In this column, since the height of the upper electrode 

could be altered, the initial isothermal resistance ratio 

~R1 was always adjusted to be exactly unity as follows: 

The resistances of the upper and lower halves of the solution 

(for an arbitrary position of the top ring electrode in the 

column) were first balanced ( a) against decade boxes l\i and 

R1 and then (b) against R1 and~ respectively by revers

ing the leads at the upper and lower electrodes. The mean va

lues of the two resistance readings for each of the upper and 

lower half of the solution were calculated. The upper elec-
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trade was then lowered. or raised till this mean was exactly 

5000 ohm (since~+ R1 = 10000 ohms). The difference between 

the two resistance readings (a) and (b) say for the upper half 

solution . when their mean is 5000 ohms was noted down. 

For example, in the case of 0.01 M RbCl, the isothermal re

sistance values on~ and R1 were as follows: [resistance 
of the lower half of the solution - (10000 - resistance of 

the upper half of the solution)] • 

Tab 1 e VI. 

Mean resistance 

(a) (b) 1~2._±_£~2 
2 

Upper half solution . 5012 (~) 5072 (R1) 5042 ( i) . 
Lower half solution . 4988 (R1) 4928 (~) 4958 ( ii): . 
The upper electrode was then lowered slightly till the means 

(i) and (ii) were exactly 5000 each. The resistance readings 
were : 

Mean Resistance 

( a) (b) , ( a) + (b) ---------2 

Upper half solution . 4970 (~) 5030 ( R1) 5000 ( i) . 
Lower half solution . 5030 (R1) 4970 (~) 5000 ( ii) . 

The resistances of the upper half of the solution measur

ed by (a) and (b) differ by 60 ohms and so also the lower 

half. This difference of± 30 ohms of (a) and (b) from the 
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mean persisted even on using the Wagner balance .. method. During 
the entire course of an experiment~ithis difference was check

ed periodically and was found to be constant. 

For instance, in the above experiment on RbCl, the iso
thermal resistance values (a) 4970 and (b) 5030 of the upper 

half of solution changed to 5031 and 5091 respectively at 

steady state. Thus the difference 5031 - 4970 = 5091 - 5030 = 
= 61. Therefore the mean 5000 changes to 5061. 

Since the above difference was a constant during the enti
re course of an experiment, one had only to note it down whi
le adjusting the initial isothermal resistance ratio to uni
ty. It was then sufficient to record the resistance readings 
of one of the two resistance boxes, say, Ru_, during any ex
periment. This constant difference between the resistance 
readings (a) and (b) is perhaps due to some unsymmetry in the 
electrical field distribution around the centre-tap electrode~ 

The experiments on the thermogravitational separation of 
all the electrolyte solutions mentioned in the subsequent 

chapters were repeated and were found to be reproducible. The 
values of Yt were plotted as a function of time. All these
paration curves were exponential with respect to time, level
ling off - in the course of two hours. This enabled one to do 
at least two experiments ever:y day. 

Anala.R grade chemicals were used whenever available. 
Otherwise, the best available grades were used. 

Standard solutions of salts were prepared in volumetric 
flasks by weighing the required amounts oj the solid substan-
ces, and dissolving them in · conductivity water ( f > .3 
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megohms- cm) • 

All the acids used were prepared by diluting concentrated 
A.R. acids and were standardi s ed by titration against stan
dard carbonate-free sodium hydroxide solutiono 

11 
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C HAP T E R V. 

COMPARISON OF PERE'OBivtUJCE OF THE COLUMN WITH THEORY : ------------------------------------~---------------------SEPARATION OF 1:1 ELECTROLYTES. ---------------------------------
Before presenting the results of the all-glass column, 

the separation obtained as a function of the height of the 
solution in the column measured using the nine-probe-electrode 
column is presented below. 

go~c~n~r~t~o~ ~h~nse_a~ ~ f~c!i~n_of ~e!g~t_i~ the ~i~e: 
:PEO~e:e1e£tEo~e_c~l~. 

Table VII below gives the set of resistance readings on 
box~ (which are proportional to the resistance of the solut
ion between the top ring electrode U and the probe-electrode 
concerned, when the total resistance of the .solution between 
the top and bottom ring electrodes, U and L, is referred to 
a constant bridge resistance of 104 ohms distributed on the 
two decade boxes I\i and R1 such that~+ R1 = 10000 ohms) 
obtained for O.Olm LiCl solution at isothermal conditions. 

In Table VIII are presented the resistance readings obtain
ed when a temperature difference of 5°c was applied across 
the LiCl solution (whose Soret coefficient is around zero) at 
a mean temperature of 25°c. 

I 

I, 

I 

I 
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T a b 1 e VII. 

Q~Q!1.!i-~!g!_~!_!~~!~~~~!_£~~~!!!~~~-£!Z~2§~21· 

Probe- Time (p .m.) ~(obms) Time (p.m~) ~(ohms) 
electrode 

Ul 4.55 1015 5.37 1015 
u2 4.57 1981 5.40 1981 

U3 5.00 2974 5.43 2972 
U4 5.05 3987 5.46 3986 
C 5.10 5026 5.48 5026 
L4 5.15 6098 5.50 6099 
L3 5.,18 7104 5.53 ?105 
L2 5.21 8126 5.56 812'? 
Ll 5.26 9140 5.59 9140 

I 

T a b 1 e VIII. l 1 

9~9!l!-~!£!i_!~~E~E~~~!~-~!ff~£~~2~-1-2~Qi_~£~~-~~~E£!~!~!~1-g2~Q 
Probe- Time (p .m.) RtI( ohms) Time (p .m.) ~(ohms) 
electrode 

ul 6.45 1021 10.03 1021 
u2 6.50 1989 . 10. 00 1989 
U3 6.55 2979 9.58 2973 
U4 6.58 3985 9.54 3983 
C 7.02 5018 9.51 5017 
14 7.05 6085 9.48 6083 
L3 7.09 7090 9.45 7088 
L2 7.11 8117 9.42 8115 
Ll 7.15 9138 9.37 9135 

I! 
I, 
I 
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The constancy of the. resistance readings with time in 
both the above tables indicates the absence of electrical and 
liquid leakage in the column. 

The isothermal readings for O.Olm 1iCl are compiled below 
with those obtained in the case of O.Olm NaCl, KCl and HCl 
solutions. 

T a b 1 e IX. 

~~1~~E!~s-E~~!§!~E~-E~~~!;s§L-~L-~!_!§2!h~~~!-E2;~!!!2~~ 
{!Z~2§~fl_f2E_Q~Q!b,i_~!~2!E2!l!~-~21~!!2~~· 

Probe- LiCl NaCl KCl HCl A.verage 
electrode 

u1 1015 1031 1017 1035 1025 

u2 1981 2003 1990 2019 1998 

U3 2972 2996 2984 300,r 2990 
U4 3986 4004 3988 4000 3994 
C 5026 5039 5020 5016 5025 
L4 6099 6107 6084 6067 6089 

13 7105 7110 7087 7058 7090 

12 8127 8132 8112 8087 8115 
11 9140 9139 9129 9120 9132 

Since the above average isothermal resistance values must 
be proportional to the spacings of the probe-electrodes along 
the column, they are compared below with the measured distan
ces presented in Table III. In the table below, the average 
values of the liast column in Table IX have been multiplied 
by the factor 20.5/104 where 20.5 cm. is the distance between 



U and L (Figo9). 

Electrodes 

u 

ul 
U2 

U3 

U4 

C 

L4 

L3 

L2 

Ll 

L 
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T a b 1 e X. 

Measured distance 
( cm) 

o.oo 
2.12 

3.98 

6.oo 
8.04 

10.20 

12.38 

14.46 

16.52 

18.74 

20.50 

Calculated from elec- 1 

trical resistance 
( cm.) 

o.oo 
2.10 

4.00 

6.13 

8.19 

10.30 

12.48 

14.53 

16.63 
18.72 

20.50 

Thus the agreement of the calculated and measured spac
ings seems to be good. 

The separation of O.Olni HCl solution was measured as a 
function of height. A set of gr~~~~ of resi~tance readings vs. 
time was plotted for each of the probe-electrodes. From these 
graphs, the instantaneous resistance reading at any time at 
different heights could be obtained. It has been assumed that 
the resistance~ measured at any probe-electrode, say u1 , 
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corresponds to concentration changes occuling at a height mid
way between U and u1 • The percentage resistance change calcu
lated as 100 (resistance reading at any time-isothermal re
sistance readingD) -:- isothermal resistance reading was then 
plotted as a function of height . These curves representing 
the concentration change at different heights and at different 
times a~er the start of the experiment can be seen for O.Olm 
HCl in Fig.11. U and L represent the top and bottom ring elec
trodes and O the mid -point between the two ring electrodes. 
The distance between the latter is divided into t en equal 
units . The middle regi ons of the curves are linear whereas 
the ends of the curves seem to reflect the convective stirring 
at the closed. ends of the column. 

These curves have been replotted in Fig.12 taking the mean 
of the percentage separation at equal distances on either si
de of the centre of the column. Fig.12 thus -shows that the 
percentage separation increases linearly from the centre to
wards the extremities of the column. The important point that 
emerges out of this experiment is that the separation measu
red at the central electrode C, which corresponds to the con
centration change occurring at a fractional height of 0.25 
from either end of the column, is half the change at the ends 
at all times as seen by extrapolat~on of the straight lines 
to zero fractional height. 

The column could not be used for more than the -prelimina
ry few experiments on o. Olm solutions of sodium and po:t-assium 
ch1orides since leakage at the electrodes once again was a 
difficult factor to control. These results have therefore not 
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been presented. 

Results obtained with the centre-tap all-glass column: - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The all-glass column described on pp.49-53 and represent

ed in Fig.lOa was used for a.11 the results presented in the 
following pages. Aqueous solutions of 1:1 electrolytes of 
known diffusion and Soret coefficients were first used for se
paration in order to check the theoretical equation (41) for 
the thermogravitational column without reservoirs. 

The shape of a typical separation curve is presented below 
(Fig.13a). The origin represents the point when the temperatu
re difference is just switched on a~er the initial isotherm
al state., usually at the lower temperature. The curve exhibitl3 
~ -initial decrease in Yt which then passes through a minimum 
and then follows an exponential course reaching the steady 
state in the course of about two hours. The minimum value of 
Yt of about 9 always occurs within two minutes after switch
ing on the temperature difference. This minimum is probably 

in due to the decrease in the resistance of the solution/the top 
half caused by the rise of the hot solution along the hot 
wall immediately after the temperature difference is switched 
on., which causes the average temperature of the upper half of 
the column to rise slightly above that of the lower half. A 
similar observation has been reported 62 for experiments on 
pure Soret cells. But this temperature effect in the column, 
though similar in principle, is much smaller than in pure So
ret cells. After the establishment of the steady state, when 
the temperatur e difference was reduced to zero by circulation 

I 

11 

I 1 
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,:,,,,,,,, lsDT1,£1ff,fltL v .. ~~ y~ . 

$TL"IDY Sr,,.1!_1/,u.11r: y.,. :' 

t-

FIG. 1311.. 

of water from the same thermostat through both the jackets, 
the vertical concentration profile was not destroyed; on the 
other hand, the steady state value of Yt increased by exact
l y the same amount as the initial decrease at the beginning 
of the experiment. This observation seems to support the idea 
of the temperature effect on the resistance at the initial 

, 
minimum. The value of Yoo ( D ') h for calculation of wast ere-
fore taken as the difference between the initial isothermal 
value of Yt (i.~. Yt = 0) and the final isothermal value, y~ 
which was usually the steady state value of y~ 

innally y 00 + 10. 

+ 9 or occa~-

It is interesting to note here that the vertical concent-
ration difference at steady state persists even after cutting 
off the temperature difference. This fact could perhaps be 
used for the measurement of isothermal diffusion coefficient • 

.All the results are presented in the form of graphs of 
Yt as a function of time (Fig.lJb). The solutions chosen were 
O.Olm LiCl, KCl, RbCl, NEt4Cl, HCl, LiI and KI. The range of 

I 

i 

I , 

I. 

I 
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diffusion and Soret coefficients covered were from 1.155 x 

x 10-5 cm'·
2
.sec:1 for NEt4Cl to 3ec2 x 10-5 cm2 .sec:1 for HCl 

and from 0.02 x 10-3 per degree for LiCl to 9.00 x 10-3 per 

degree for HCl respectively. Fig.l3b . also shows the separa

tion curve for NEt4 I for which only the diffusion coefficient 

can be calcu.lated from theoretical equations. This substance 

was chosen to illustrate the calculation of thermal diffusion 

coefficient from the thermogravitational separation curves4 

All the separation curves were found to obey the follow

ing exponential equation, 

= ( 60) 

where t 0 is the time taken for Yt to become zero a~er pass-

ing through the ~·nit ial ~inimu.m, Y.0o 
t,\,. ~ar ~ 

value and fiX_ is/ he curvature of the plots. 
is the steady state 

The equation can also be taken in the form, 

(61) 

'I 

I I 

where y0 is the interpolated value of Yt at t = 0 in the ima

ginary case of no initial minimum. Since we are not concerned 

with the initial correction taken in the form of either y
0 

or t 0 for _ the calculation of the thermal diffusion coefficient, 
1

1 

equation (60) was chosen for the convenience of graphical cal-

culation of Ym and oL , and the initial correction t
0

• 

The graphical calculation of the constants yl-0 , o(. , and 

t 0 are carried out as follows, as in the case of kinetic re

actions of the first order 84• 

Step ( i). 

Since at time { t' 
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y (X) - Yt = Yex:, ex{)- 6C: ( t - to) 
at time t +, , 

(yoo - Yt) 
- o<:'Y y(X) - Yt+ Y = e 

or 

(1 - e- cX 'Y ) - Ol t 
Yt+ r = y + Yt e 

"° 
If we choose a constant time interval , , then 

of Yt+~ vs. Yt must give a straight line with slope 
( - cX. 'Y ) and intercept y(XJ 1 - e at Yt = o. Hence oL 

can be calculated. 

Choice of , 

Let Yt+ , 

. . 
= y00 /n when Yt = o. 

( 60') 

. ,, ',' I 
\ I'), 

11 

( 62 ) 
! 

, I 

a plot 
- oc"Y e 

and Yao 

Then e - CX', 

When Yt+ , 

= 1 - 1/n from equation (62). 

I -°".... I = y~ 4, n = 4, e = 3 4; 

I 
I 

'Y = 1/2 ln 4/3 = t 14 I W'nen Yt+ 'T' = Yeo /2, n 

= (3/4)yw 

'1' = 1/2 ln 2 = t 1; 2 
1 

When Yt+ , , n = 4/3, 
- oV( e = 1/ 4; , = 1/2 ln 4 = 

= t3/4• 

1 will be maintained constant, Since (i) 

( ii) it is better to have large number of points on 
the graph ( : . n ?f ) 

and has to be appreciably < 1 ( 
, was chosen to be very nearly t

112• 

Graphs 14 - 16 represent th~ Yt+ ,y 
the electrolytes presented in Fig.l3b. 

vs. Yt plots for all 

Step (ii). 

For the determination of t
0

, the time when the experimen-
tal curve crosses Yt = O, the values of oe. and y

00 

used in the equation written in the form, 

ln (y 
00 - ex. t = 

were 

(63) 

1 I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

1 I 

: I 

I 

I 
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and ln(y00 - Yt) was plotted against t., t
0 

was cailiculated from 

the intercept and from the slope oc was again obtained., its 

value being the same as that obtained in step (i). Fig.17 
, the 

shows/ linear dependence of ln(y
00 

- Yt) on t., 

Step (iii). 

These values of y00 ., cX. and t
0 

were used in equation 

(60)., and the curves passing through the experimental points 

were drawn. 

N.B. - Steps (i) and (ii) obviously need calculation of the 

slopes and intercepts by the least square method. The small 

error involved in not doing so shows up in step (iii). Thi s 

was corrected by a minor parallel-shifting of the curves. The 

values of ex. ., t
0

., and y(X) were once again calculated for 
the best-fitting curves. 

All the values are tabulated in Table XI, . 

It has been shown by Agar and Turner 62 that the ratio Yt 

has to be corrected by a factor b 1 = (1 + ~!~.!.. ) for the va-
0 dlnm 

riation of conductance with concentration during the course 
, of the experiment. The values of y

00 will therefore have 
, to be multiplied by l/b01 before finding the value of D '• b

01 
can be found from a graph of log _;\_ vs. log m from the con

ductivity values available in the literature. 

The thermal diffusion coefficient, n', was calculated from i 
the corrected equation ( 59) i I 

and 

wher e h 

, * 
Yoo /b ol = - 25 00 A 

= (-252 D 'h)/( /3 f g/ 17. ) a4 

+ = 18 . 0 cm.., a= 0.125 - 0.005 cm . ., 

( 64) 

13 = 



-1 deg . , 

poise. 

/J O 9971 gm/ 3 -- 980 cm/sec.2 and r = • cm. , g 

Hence, 

'Yl_ = o. 008949 

( 65) 

Since y; /b01 is known, n' can be calculated from the 
above equation (65) or graphically from 8jStraight line of slo
pe 1.7 x 109 passing through the origin, y;, /b 01 being the 
ordinate. Fig.18a represents the straight line. ,, 

The D obtained from this straight line thus represents 
the value expected from the theoretical equations containing 
the geometrical constants of the apparatus (a4 and h) and the 
physical properties of the solution ( 13 , f and 'r'I_ ) • 

The rather large estimated error of± 0.25 x 109 in the 
slope of the straight line 18a is due to the uncertainty in 
the measured value of the annular space which occurs as the 
fourth power in the steady state equations (64) and (33). 

Equation (60) written in the fonn, 

( 66) 
can also be used to find (t1; 2 - t

0
), corresponding to the half 

time of a first order reaction, 

cx.. (t1; 2 t
0

) = ln 2 (67) 
when Yt = Yw /2. 

All the parameters of the separation curves~re collected 
, together in Table XI, along with the values of b01 and D. 
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Tab J. e XI. 

Parameters of the separation curves for O.OlOOm solutions of --------------------~---------------------------------------0 . 
1.:.1 ... ~!~2~!9!l~~·~-~1-~2!!9_g_£~!E~!1:~~!!!~!_9-~!~_.:._!!!:g!~~~ 
£2!~!£L_g_=_±§~Q-2~~L-~-=-Q~!g2_2~i-~!!~---~ !-=-2~Q~Ql 

KCl RbCl NEt4Cl HCl LiCl NEt4I LiI KI 

Yoo 25 48 109 336 -12 93 -31 -10 

oc.. o. 030 0.038 0 .. 063 0.020 0.062 0.064 

(min-1 ) 

t1;2- 23 18 11 .lS 10 .. 5 11 

-t 
0 

(min.) ---------------------------------------------------------------
b

0
i62>0.972 

108n' 2.1 

(cm2• 
sec-1 • 
deg"."1 ) 

Discussion. ----------

0.969 

7.1 

o.97Cs2>0.969 o.97C 32>0.969 

21.0 -0.25 6.2 -l.3 

0.975 
-0.l 

The published Soret and mutual diffusion coefficients of 

the elect rolytes chosen for study are given in Table XII. 

Their product, the thermal diffusion coefficient, is given in 

the next row. This will be referred to as n{it• In the Fig.18, 

the straight line b shows the graph of the experimental y,; /b01 
values against n{1 t. It is to be noted that the straight line 
.. , I , a.ependence of y

00 
b01 vs. Dlit confirms for the first time, 

the linearity of the relation (eqn.64) between the steady 

11 

I 

I 1 
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T a b J. e XI. 

Parameters of the separation curves for O.OlOOm solutions of --------------------~---------------------------------~-----0 ' 
1I1~~1~£!!91l~~~-~1-~2~Q_Q_{~!E~Ei~~~~~!-~~~~-l-!!±:~1~~~ 
221~~~-g-=_!§~Q_s~~L-~-=-2~1g2_S!i-~~~---~ !-=-2~Q~Ql 

KCl RbCl NEt4Cl HCl LiCl NEt4I LiI KI 

Yoo 25 48 109 336 -12 93 -31 -10 

ex.. 0.030 0.03s 0.063 0.020 0.062 0.064 
( . -1) m1n 

t1;2- 23 18 11 is- 10.5 11 

-t 
0 

i~!~~L---------------------------------------------------------
b

0
i62>0.972 

108n' 2.1 

(cm2 • 

sec-1 • 
deg".'"1 ) 

Discussion. ----------

0.969 

7.1 21.0 

The steady state separation: - - - - - - - - - - - -

-0.25 6.2 -1.3 

0.975 

-0.l 

The published Soret and mutual diffusion coefficients of 

the electrolytes chosen for study are given in Table XII. 

Their :product, the thermal diffusion coefficient, is given in 

the next row. This will be referred to as n{it• In the Fig.18, 

the straight line b shows . the graph of the experimental y~ /b01 
values against n{it• It is to be noted that the straight line 

~ d r ' / ' uepen ence o . y
00 

b01 vs. Dlit confj_rms for the first time, 

the linearity of the relation (eqn.64) between the steady 

I 
I 
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state separation and n' for dilute solutions and for small 
values of .l for a thermogravitational colu..mn without reser
voirs. 

T a b l e XII. 

Thermal diffusion coefficients of O.OlOOm solutions of electro----------------------------------------------------------------!l!~~-~!_g2~Q~Q~-£~~!~_fE~~-f!~~E~!~E~~l 

KCl RbCl NEt4Cl HCl LiCl LiI KI 

103cr 78 1.41 2.37 8.41 9.00 0.02 -1.44 -0.08 
(deg:1) 

105n62 1.914 1.971 1.155 3.2(B0>1.311 1.315 1.920 
(cm2• 
sec-=1) 

8 , 
2 .. 70 4.67 9.71 28.80 o. 026 -1.89 -0.15 10 Dlit 

(om2• 
sec-1 • 
deg-:1 ) 

Comparison of the thermal diffusion coefficients obtained 
by the use of equation (64) and the geometrical constants of' 

~ . , the apparatus, with the Dlit 
the two straight lines in. the 

and bare 1.70 x 109 and 1.25 

values is made by the slopes of 
the Fig .ls. The slopes of/lines a 

x 109 respectively. If we assu-
, I me the Dlit values as accurate, then it is possible to consi-

der the ratio of the slopes of lines a and bas the calibrat
ion factor for the thermogravitational column. This enables one 
to determine the thermal diffusion coefficient n' of any subs
tance from the straight line Fig.18b from a knowledge of its 
steady state separation. 
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The design of the thermogravitational column and the 
technique of measurement of the concentration changes "in 
situ" have thus for the first time enabled a comparison of 
the separations obtained in/~ermogravitational column with 
those obtained in convectionless pure Soret cells by others . 
The cause of the actual discrepancy between the experimental 
n' values and the n{it values is considered below in the light 
of the errors that are likely to arise on account of the fol
lowing reasons: 

(1) The approximations involved in the theory during the 
derivation of the equation for the steady state (eqn.41). 

(2) Of the geometrical constants involved i n the equation 
for the steady state separation, the annular space which ap
pears as the fourth power must be accurately known since it is 
of the order of 0.1 cm. Also the spacing must be uniform 
throughout the length of the column. Since the precision 
glass tubings used for the construction of the apparatus had 
only their inner diamete~ of uniform specified precision, the 
nonuniformity of the outer diameter of the inner tube contr,u
buted mainly to the non-uniformity of the annular space. The 
average deviation of the annular space from the mean value 
thus becomes considerable. The value of the annular space was 
thus found to be 0.125 ± 0.005 cm. by' weighing conductivity wa~ 
ter occupying different heights in the column at 25°c. This 
gives rise to an error of± 0.25 x 109 in the slope of the 
straight line .,a" (vide eqn.65) in Fig.18. 

The theoretical slope of 1.70 x 109 reduces to the observ
ed slope of 1.25 x 109 for assmall an increase as 1/100 cm.in 

I . 

I I 

I 
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the measured value of the annular space. The effect of the 
small irregularities in the non-precision outer diameter of 
the inner tube on the steady state separation perhaps makes 
the effective annular space higher than the measured value. 

(3) Another factor that might be responsible for the low 
values of y

00 
is the fact that the upward and downward con-

vection curfents may produce some stirring at the top and 
bottom closed ends where their directions are reversed. These 
end effects may be rather important and may affect the sepa
ration over a considerable length of the column at either ends. 
The steady state separatioh may thus be reduced. 

(4) A more accurate experiment on the extent of the.rmogra
vitational separation e.s a function of the height in the co
lumn might possibly give a factor of < 1/2 for the separat
ion at 1/4 or 3/4 height. The separation at the ends may the
refore be more than double that at _!__ or 3/4 ha3::f' height. It is I/-likely that this might be connected with the end effects dis-
cussed above. 

If we consider the 26% discrepancy between the observed 
and the literature values of n' as due to equal contributions 
by (2) and the end effects (3) and (4), then a +0.005 cm. in-
crease in the annular space above the measured value of 0.125 
cm. and a 13% reduction in the separation due to the end effects, 

ii 

l I 

is sufficient to fill the gap. 
I 

The forgotten effect has been shown to have no influence 
on the steady state separation 50 (vide Chapter II.). 

In view of the many possible sources of error that can account for the lower experimental values of n' (Table XI.) and 

I 
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in the context of the lack of existence of a better theory 

for the the.rmogravitational separation, the results seem sa

tisfactory. 

The straight line, Fig.18b, which is a plot of the experi

mental y; /b01 value against the D{it' can be considered as 

the calibration graph for the all-glass column. 

Thermal diffusion- coefficient, Soret coefficient and heat of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~r~n~p~~ ~f- O.! Oprl _ t~tEa~t~y!~9n!~~~d!d~ ~t _ 22. g0 g. 

Tetra: ethyl_ammonium iodide was chosen as a demonstrative 

example, since neither its thermal diffusion coefficient nor 

its Soret coefficient has yet been determined. 
, 

The final isothermal steady state value y
00 

was found 

I 

:I 

(Fig .l3b) to be 93 + 9 = 102. When corrected for b01 ~ the va1Bt; I 
y; /b01 = 102/0.97 = 105. From the straight line bin Fig. 

18, its thermal diffusion coefficient is 8.4 x 10-8 cm2 .sec-1 • 

d ,, -1 
• eg • 

The heat of transport, Q, was then calculated from n' as 

follows: 

The equation for the isothermal diffusion coefficient ( igno 
1 

ring the small electrophoretic term) 80 
J 

2 RT 
Ao )._ o 

( d ln ~- ) D = (--±---= ) 1 + ------ ( 68) 
F2 Ao + Ao d ln m + -

can be CDmbined with equation (10) for the heat of transport, 

A /\. A 

Q = Q+ + Q_ = 2 RT2 (1 + ~-!~j ~ )u 
d ln m 

(10) 

to get the relation between D' and Q, 

I 
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A Ao '1.o D' Dv (g) 1 (-;!-;-Io) = = -2 T F 
+ -

(69) 

/\ 

T F 2 
;10 +Ao 

D" ( + -) or Q = -io-°;\o-
+ -

(70) 

where i\ ~ and ' 0 ~- are the limiting ionic conductivities 
of the cation and the anion respectively. 

The limiting ionic conductivities A O and + ;\ 
0 were 

found to be 32.6 and 74.8 respectively 80 for the NEt! and r-
A ions. Using eqn.(70),thevalue of Q = 2435 cal/mole was obtain-

ed for the heat of transp_ort. 

From the activity coefficient data of Lindenbaum and 
Boyd 85, the value of (1 + d ln 1 /d ln m) was found to be 
0.975. The Soret coefficient, CJ~ could then be calculated 
from eqn.(10) as 7~ x 10-3 deg-1 • 

Comparison with the data ih literature : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Agar, Turner and Snowdon have estimated the ionic heats 

of transport, Q+ and Q_ of the NEt! and the I ions in their 
several articles 62 , 66, 67,78• The average value of their sum, 
(~ + Q_)lit was found to be 2424 cal/mole, which is in close 
agreement with the above experimental value, Q = 2435 cal/mole. 

A , From the Qlit value, Dlit and 0-lit CQuld be calculated 
using eqns. (70) and (10) respectively. Thus, n{it = 8.35 x 
x 10-8 cm2.sec-1 .deg'.'"1 and · °lit= 7.05 x 10-3 deg-1 • 

Incidentally, since the value of D has not been experi
mentally determined in the literature, it was calculated from 

-$"' .1. _, eqn. ( 69) and was found to be 1 .185 X· · -/Q : ··.: ~ .Mt . 
Thus the agreement of the experimental and the literature 
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values seems good. 

The characteristic time B , which governs the approach 

to the steady state, was calculated from the equation (40),. 

which when K 2 is omitted in comparison with rr 2 becomes, 

9 = 10, 080 h 2( 6 'YL) 2 (-;:;3) -f-; g_T_ D (71) 

But Debye 70 gets a smaller numerical coefficient of 7,680~ 

Comparison of equations (39) and (60) shows that 1/o(.. must 

be proportional to 8 and hence to D. A plot of 1/ o<- vs .. 

D must therefore be a straight line. Fig.19 shows such a 

graph for the 1:1 electrolytes studied. The graph includes a 

point corresponding to the data obtained for O.Olm CdS0
4 

(Chapter VI)4 Also points corresponding to the values for a.Olm 

acetic, propionic and n-butyric acids (Chapter VII) have been 

incorporated. The values of 1/ ex used in the Figure corres-

pond to concentration changes at 1/4 and 3/4 of the column 

height and therefore to half the effective length of the column. 

The observed straight line confirms the linear dependence 

of the characteristic time on the diffusion coefficient as 

required by eqn~(71). The slope of the straight line was found 

to be 14.0 x 105. Hirota 4o has also observed a linear depen

dence of e upon D in a column without reservoirs. 

Substitution of the numerical values of the various para

meters (p.70; with h =18.0 cm.) in the equation for e gives, 

B =l..6 .g> x 105 D minf ( 72) 
, 

and Debye s equation gives 
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8 = 20.4 X lo5 D min. (73) 
Thus the experimental slope is slightly more than half the 

numerical coefficients of Din equations (72) and (73). 1/o<. 
must therefore be about 8/2. 

In the theoretical ~quation (71) for e, since the annular , , 
space a appears as the sixth power, B is very sensitive to 
errors in 

, ,. 
a. As in the case of the steady state separations 

which suggest about +8 % err~r in 'a', the averag~ calculated 
value of e from equations (72) a.nd (73) also demands nearly 
the same error in :_ ' if 1/ o<... must be equal to B • 

The effective height of the solution in the column is pro
bably less than the geometrical electrode-to-electrode distance 
due to the end effects mentioned on p.75. Thus, a 22% reduetion 
in the actual height of the solution (i.e. heffective = 0.78 
hactual) can also explain the observed low valuez of 1/()(. ._ 

As on p.75, if we assume equal contributions from errors 
arising from both the above two sources, then a 4% increase in 
"a' arid an 11% reduction in the measured value of 'h ... will eli
minate the difference between the calculated value of 9 and 
the observed value of 1/ot • It is thus worth noting that the 
lower experimental values of y

00 and e than the theoreti-
cally expected values can both be explained by errors of the 
same magnitude in 'a' as well as in 'h.'. 

., According to Bardeen s equation (43) for small values of 
t/e , the separation depends linearly on t 112• From the 
slope of the straight lina, the Soret coefficient can be cal
culated. But, in the present set of experiments, such a de-
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pendence was not found probably because of the low characte
ristic times. 

Conclusions. 

The all-glass column and the measuring circuit for the 
study of separation of dilute electrolyte solutions have been 
the first of their kind in many respects which are listed be
low : 

(i) The column is of all-glass design, so that it can be 
used for electrolyte solutions of all kinds without any fear 
of contamination by adhesive cements o·r rubber stoppers. It 
can be cleaned easily without disconne1ing it from the rest 
of the apparatus. The distance between the end electrodes 
can always be maintained at the same constant value for all 
experiments since the centre-tap and the lower electrodes are 
glass-sealed. 

(ii) The resistance ratio method previously used for stu
dying the concentration changes in pure Soret cells 62,63 has 
been successfully adapted for the study of thermogravitation
al separation. The separation of dilute electrolyte solutions 
has thus been stu.died "in situ" in a column without reservoirs. 

(iii) The column gives a sufficiently large separation in 
a short time thereby enabling experiments to be carried out 
quickly. 

(iv) It is worth noting that the separation curves are of 
exponential form and the linearity of the separation vs. 
thermal dj_ffusion coefficient predicted by the srteady state 
equation (64) for dilute solutions is confirmed. A comparison 

11 

I 
I 
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of theory with experiment has been made and it has been pos
sible to compare the results obtained with those obtained for 
pure Soret cells ... 

(v) The technioue of measurement of concentration chan-... 
ges "in si tu" and the desig.rr of the column have considerably 
reduced the discrepancy between theory and experiment found 
in previous research work. 

(vi) It has been shown that Wagner earth is not necessary 
for the resistance ratio method. 

(vii) The design of the circuit enables the use of a po
tentiometric recorder for the continuous recording of the 
course of the experiment. 

(viii) The use of th,e method for the detennination of D' 
of I' 

and hence/ Q and CJ has been demonstrated. 
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CH APTER VI. 

EFFECT OF INITIAL CONCENTRATION ON SEPARATION: ----------------------------------------------------( i) POTASSIUM CHLORIDE. AND ( ii) CADMIUM SULPHATE. ---------------------------------------------------
The dependence of thermogravitational separation on the 

concentration of the electrolyte solution was studied in the 
case of KCl and ca.so4 'Whose diffusion coefficients differ wi
dely from each othere The aim was to compare their Soret coef
ficients and heats of transport over a wide range of concen
tration with the available data in the literature obtained 
by different methods. Studies on KCl were extended from 10-4m. 
up to 2. 0m., since a comparison of the results obtained by 
Snowdon and Turner 7B at lower concentrations by conductimet
ric methods with those obtained by Longsworth B6 and by Cha
nu 53 at higher concentrations by optical methods indicates 
the presence of a minimum in the plots of Soret coefficient 
and heat of transport vs. concentration. The measurements on 
ca.so4 were made from 4 x 10-4m .. up to 0.4m. Comparative data 

, "7.'8 could be obtain~d from Snowdon and Turners' conductimetric 
methods, from Breck and Agar's 22 measurements with amalgam 
cells, and. Longsworth' s 86 from optical methods. The separa-· 
tions at higher concentrations were measured also to investi
gate the influence of the "forgotten .effect", if any. 

Results. 
'\'9' - - -

The results are presented in Figs.20 and 21 for KCl and 
ca.so4 respectively. The solid lines are exponential curves 
fittect by graphical calculations as described on page 68. 
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In the Fig.20 for KCl, Yt increases exponentially with 

time up~o the steady state, but then levels off at a slightly 

lower value than in.dicated by the exponential curve. Thm.s de

viation at the steady state becomes smaller at higher concen

trations. The lower steady state values at the lower concen-

t t . 10-4 m. and 10-3 M .· bbl d t t· ra ions, ~~ ~ are pro a y ue o convec 1ve 

stirring at the closed ends of the column. On the other hand, 

the separation, for ca.so4 follow the exponential course from 

the beginning to the end of the experiment and at all concen

trations. 

The values of y 
00 

, oc and t
172 

t
0

, have been tabulat-

ed in Tables XIII . and XIV ,; for KCl and ca.so4 respectively. 

The correction factor b01 at each concentration was cal

culated as described on page 70 by a log-log plot of equiva

lent conductivity vs .. concentration .. The data for KCl we;re ta

ken from Robinson and Stokes 80 and thest for ca.so4 from the 

International Critical Tables 87 •. At concentrations higher 
e 

than 0.01 m, a further correction was applid to equation (64) 

for the solution viscosity, 11s' the thermal expansion, /3s' 

and the density, f s, thus 

; , 

( :~--) Yoo 
= 

bol corr • bol 

fs fs '?. * 
• --------- = -2500 A 

f6 f 'Zs 
(74) 

* where A is defined by equation (33) and the p~~~ /3 , 
p and 71_ k.~.4-:~(13)-..~~ water~The viscosity and. den

sity values were taken from standard tables 88, 89. The fac-

t or ( ~s fslfP ) = ( ofs/oT)/( of/oT) was caloulated 

from t he dens i ty data. 

* ~"-? ~ &..S_s'u..-,-t.c.l ~~~ ~ ~ rJ;.~ ~~ 
~ r~ -t..~ ~ s~ ~ <1-J ~~-
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The values of n' were then read out from the straight li
ne b of Fig.18 corresponding to the corrected values of y~ . , o:: . i.e. y; /b ol for the solutions/ O. 01 W and lower concentrat-, 
ions and (y;' /b 1 ) for the more concentrated solutions. oo o corr 
The D' values are presented in TablesX!IJ:~IY. /. for KCl and 
CdS04 respectively. 

T a b 1 e XIII. 

~ff~£!_Qf_!g!!!~±-2QE2~g!!~!~2~-2~-!~~-~~E~!~!i2~-Qf_~~~~2~~ 
~g1_~2!~!!2~~-~!_g2~Q~Q 

0.0001 o. 0010 o. 0100 0.1000 0.68.38 1. 0.30 2.121 

* * * * 45 35 25 10 (-2) -5.5 -5 
0.030 0.030 o. 0.30 0 .. 030 0.030 ( o. 03) ( o. 03) ( . -1) m21.n . 

t1;2-
23 22.5 22 .. 5 22~5 - to 

(min.) 
-------------~-------------------------------------------------------
bol 0.995 0.992 0.972 0.950 0.934 0.920 0.914 

108n' 4.3 3.5 2.7 1.6 0.5a 0.3 o.~ 
(cm2• 
sec-1• 

-1) .deg. 

* , , 
9) Yro = (y: + 10 ) ; in all other cases; Yoo =(Yoo + (X) 

a correction due to f3s, fs, Ls was -0.1 X 10-8; less in 
other cases. 

The diffusion coefficients of different concentrations of 
' KCl have been determined by Gosting 90, Harned and Nuttall 91 
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T a b 1 e XlV~ 

m 0.0004 0.0010 0.0040 o. 0100 o. 040.3 0.1011 o. 20.38 0.4147 
Yoo 104 85 64 53 43 24 21 15. 
' ~ -1) m1.n 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.15 o.os 
t1;2-to 7.5 7.5 7.5 6.o 5.0 5.5 5.5 8.0 
(min.) ----------------------------------------------------------------------
bol 0.95 0.875 0.80 0.775 0.775 0,.775 0.775 0.775 
108n' 9.5 8 .. 6 7.2 6.4 5 .. 2 a 3.4 b 3.2 C 2.;6 d 
(cm2·• 

-1 .sec • 
,.deg-1 ) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------corrections due to fs' fs and 7s in units of 10-8 were 
(a) -0.1, (b) +0.1, (c) +0.2 and (d) +0.2. 

and Longsworth 86• Their data were plotted on a graph from which 
the diffusion coefficients at corresponding concentrations have 
been obtained and assembled in Table XV. Data for . ca.so4 we;r;e/te.
ken from the papers of Agar and Turner 62

# Snowdon and Turner 18 

and Longsworth 86• The diffusion coefficients for the various 
concentrations of ca.so4 presented in Table XVI were obtained from 
a similar graph. 

Tables XV and XVI show the values of the Soret coefficients 
calculated as D '/D. The values obtained have been plotted as 

I 

I 
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a function of,Jm in Figs.22 ap.d 23. 

T a b 1 e XV. 

~~E~~-2~~!!1~!~~!~-~~~-h~~~§-2f_!!~§E2~-2f-~~~~2~~-!£!_~2: 
!~!!2~~-~!-~2!Q~g. 

0.010 0,032 0.100 0.317 0.827 1.015 1.459 

105n 1.975 
( 2 -]) cm .,eJac. · 

103cr 2.15 
(deg71) 

10-5BT 3.51 
(cal. 
mole-1 • 

deg"·f 1 

Q 

1.963 1.915 1.s51 1.s61 1.s9 1.99 

1,75 1.40 o.s5 ID~25 0.15 0.15 

3.48 3.35 3.19 3.14 3.18 

620 440 275 85 50 50 

T a b 1 e XVI. 

§2!~1-S9~ff!2!~B!§_~g~-h~~!§_2f_~!~g§EQf~_Qf_~[~~Q~§_Q.9-§Q4 
~Q!~1!2g~-~!_g2~2~2-

Im 0.020 0.032 0.063 0.100 0.200 0.318 0.4,1 

t~:~~1)'. o. 775 o. 74 o. 69 
.sec, 

0.67 0.625 

103cr 12.3 11.65 10.45 
(deg-:1 ) 

s.3 6.05 6.25 

105BT 3.30 2.95 . 2.57 
1 -1 ea .mole . , 

dee;J 
" Q 4050 3430 2690 
( cal.mole-1) 

2200 1620 1030 10.35 

o .. 644 

0.455 

870 

I 
'I 
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The heats of transport were calculated using equation (10). 
The values of the factor B were detennined from the data on 
activity coefficients availab°Ie in the literature for KCl SO 
and ca.so4 92 from plots of log 1 + vs. log m. All the values 
are collected together in Tables XV and XVI for the two elec-

A trolytes. Figs.24 and 25 depict the variation of Q with ./m. . 

Discussion. 

The results indicate in both cases, a smooth decrease of 
the Soret coefficients and heats of transport wi1l:b. increasing 
concentration as has been observed by others. 

In Figs.22 and 24 the corresponding results obtained for 
KCl in pure Soret cells by Snowdon and Turner using the con
ductimetric methods and by Longsworth and Chanu by the optic-
al methods have also been plotted for comparison. In the concen
tration region 1 - 4 m, Chanu and Longsworth observed an in-

I\ crease in a and Q with increase in concentration. The pre-
sent experiments did not indicate a variation of this so.rt 
upto 2m as can be seen from the two Figs.22 and 24. On the 
other hand, at lower concentrations, the ~alues obtained by 
Snowdon a.nd Turner and by Agar and Turner for KCl solutions 
are found to fall exactly on the experimental curve. The Soret 
coefficients and heats of transport of ca.so4 solutions seem to 
be slightly higher than those obtained by Snowdon and Turner, 
by Breck and Agar and by Longsworth as can be seen from Figs. 
2.3 and 25. Whether this is due to the forgotten effect, will 
be discussed later. 

The results obtained are seen to confirm the behaviour of 

r 
I 
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the thermal diffusion of these salts as a function of initial concentration observed by earlier workers except for KCl at _ higher concentrations. Thermogravitational separation thus 
ranks as a method additional to the "pure Soret" and "non
-isothermal cell" methods for the determination of the Soret coefficient and the heats of transport of electrolytes. Thus 
it is for the first time that confidence in the method and 
dependability of the results has been established. The large changes in the resistance ratio have enabled the measurements to be carried out over a wider concentration range than has been attempted earlier by conductimetric methods on pure Soret cells. 

The factor 1/25 • 152/143 F representing the. forgotten effect in the equation (48) for the steady state was calculated from the known parameters in equation (46 ) • a P / o w was ob
tained from the density values at 25.0°c 89. While for KCl it was less than 0.1% in D' even for a 2 :m solution, for ca.so4 it amounted to a correction of only -2% at 0.4 m. 

Thus the steady state separation in both cases is not influenced by the forgotten effect thereby supporting Korchinsky and Emery's 5o views. 
Agar 66, 67 has developed a theory for the variation of 

heat of transport with concentration, which in conjunction 
with the Debye-HUckel theory pred~cts the sign and magnitude 

6 of the changes of Q with dilution in dilute electrolyte solut-ions. The equations are similar to those derived by Helfand 
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and Kirkwood 93 by statistical methods. He deduces the equat
ions by considering the distribution of heat sources arou..nd 
the moving ion. The approximate limiting law predicts a slo
pe of 

19_ ,;:0 -2100 cal.mole-3/i.kg11 2 for dI 11
'.!, 

and r""' -8400 cal.mole-312.kg1/ 2 for 

a 1: 1 electrolyte } 
(75) 

a 2:2 electrolyte. 
The values predicted by Helfand and Kirkwood are 2565 and 

2565 x 4 for 1:1 and 2:2 electrolytes respectively. 
The results of Snowdon and Turner yield values of -2050 

and 14000 for KCl and ca.so4 respectively. The highe r value 
for CdS04 is thought to be due to probable ion-pair formation, 
whereas the lower value for KCl as due to electrophoretic ef
effects. 

A similar calculation of the limiting slopes for KCl and 
Cd.S04 from Fig.26 gives values of 4.2 x 103 and 20.6 x 103 
cal.mole-312.kg11 2• for the two salts which are both higher 
than the values predicted by the above limiting laws. 

On the other hand, when Q is plotted as a fu..nction of m1/3 
(Fig.26), the dilute end of the curve gives the slope dQ/dml/3 
equal to 2.1 x103 and 10.3 x 103 cal.mole-413.kgl/3 for KCl 
and ca.so4 solutions respectively. Fig .. 26 compares the .Q. vs. 
m1/ 2 and Q vs. m1/3 graphs for the two compounds in the dilu-
t · Th · t · f th h t f. t wi th;·CQnc.entration 

e region. e varia ion o e ea o ransport or ~nese 
electrolytes 'in '.,d i l ute--- ~ro lutionsithus reminds one of the de
pendence of the logarithm of the activity coefficient on the 
cube root of concentration 94 , 

I, 

I 
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CH APTER VII. 

STUDIES OF WEAK ACIDS: (i) ACETIC, (ii) PROPIONIC .A111) ----------------------------~-----------------------------
Thermogravitational separations of acetic, propionic and 

butyric acids were measured in order to determine their ther-_, mal diffusion coefficients since no data exist ini!£terature 
on the thermal diffusion of these acidso The isothermal dif
fusion coefficients of these acids have been determined by 
Vitagliano and Lyon~ 95 (acetic acid) and Dunn and Stokes 96 
(propionic and n-butyric acids). The Soret coefficients and 
hence the heats of transport could therefore be estimated 
from the experimentally determined thermal diffusion coeffi
cients. The effect of change in concentration pn the separat
ionBi.as also been studied for all these acids and their Soret 
coefficients and he~ts of transport have been estimated. 

Molar stock solutions were prepared by dilution of the 
AnalaR acids and they were standardized by titration with 
standard carbonate-free sodium hydroxide solutions using phe
nolphthalein as indicator. The lower concentrations were pre
pared by dilution. The molality was calculated from the re
lation 80, 

m = C ------------ ( 76) d - o.OOlcWB 

where dis the density of the solution, c is the molar con
centration and WB is the molecular weight of the solute. 

The separation curves were obtained as described earlier. 
Experiments were always conducted from the lowest to the highest c·oncentrati.on. 
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Results: 

Figs •. 27 , 28 and 29 show Yt as a function of time for acetic, propionic and n-butyric acids respectively. The solid lines are best.t'itting exponential curves passing through the experimental points. All the constants y
00 

, 
were calculated graphically as before~ 

oc. and (t,-t
0

) 
'2 

b01 values were estimated from log-log plots of conducti-vity vs. concentration,. The conductivity data for acetic acid wn·e obtained from Mac Jinnes and Shedlovsky 97, for propionic acid from Belcher 9S and for n,butyric acid from Saxton and 99 ° ' ; h d f 

Darken , all at 25. 0 C. y 
00 b ol was t en correcte or (3$ , f~ and ~ ~-· as described on page 82 for ·ca.so4 solutions •. The viscosity values were obtained from reference (100) for all the three acids at 25.0°c and the density data for acetic acid welfB also taken from the same reference. Densities of propionic and butyric acid solutions were available in the International Critical Tables 89. After applying these cor-, rections for y 

00 

. , , the values of D were read out from the straight line (b) of Fig.18. All the results are assembled in Tables XVII, XVIII and XIX for acetic, propionic and n-butyric acids respectively. 
The values for the diffusion coefficients, D were obtained for the different concentrations from graphs of D vs. m of the data given by Vitagliano and Lyons and by Dunn and Stokes .. The Boret coefficients were then calculated as n'/n for all the three acids over the whole concentration region studied. Fig .. 30 shows the dependence of o on ,Jm, 
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TABLE XVII. 

!2~!!S-~£!1-~~1~~!~~~-~!_g2~Q~Q. 
m o. 0100 o. 0401 0.1006 0.4097 1.05so 

Yoo 34 27 22 14 4 
0( 

(min.-1 ) 
Oo09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 

t1;2-to 8 .. 0 7.5 7.5 8~0 7.0 
(min.) 
------------------------------------------------------------

bol 0 .. 52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.5 (approx.) 
108D' 6.~ 5.5 4.7 3.4 2.4 a 
( 2 -1 cm .sec • 
.deg-1) 

------------------------------------------------------------a correction for /3s)., fs ., and "ls was +0.4 · x 10-8 cm2• 
.sec-1 .deg-1; negligible ~t lower c~ncentrations. 

1 A BI E XVIII. 
!ff£2!_2f_!!!!!!~1-22!l2~!!!!.'~!!2!!-2!!_!~~-@~l2~!.'~!!2!!_~f-~9.~~2~~ 

~~~E!~~!2_!2!~-~21~!!2!!~-~!_g2~Q~Q. 
m 0 .. 0001 0.0010 o. 0100 0.101s 1.0760 

Yoo 51 35 30 21 2 

ex. o.os 0.085 0.085 0.085 ( o. 085) 
(min.-1 ) 

t1;2-to a.5 s.o 8.0 8.0 
(miri.) 
-------------------------------------------------------------



bol 

108D' 

( 2 -1 cm .sec • 
-1) .deg. 

0.65 
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TABLE XVIII (contn.) 

7.0 

0.5 

6.2 

0.45 O. 4 ( approx) · 

--------------------------------------------------------------a A d +o 5 10-8 cm2 • 
correction for ,-~., p~-, an 1 s ) was • x 
·.sec-1 .deg:-1 ; negligible at lower concentrations. 

TABLE XIX. 

!ff~£!_2f_!~!!!~!-22~2~~!~!!2~-2~-!~~-~~E~~~!!2~_2f-~a~~~~~ 
~=~~!lE!2-~£!~-~2!~!!2~~-~!_g2!9~Q. 

m 0.0001 0.0010 o. 0100 0.1009 1.0970 

y(XJ 65 48 39 26 -6 
(X_ 0.07 0.09 0.085 0.085 . ( o. 085) 

' . -1) min. 

t1;2-to 10 7.5 s.o 8.0 
(min.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------

bol 0.65 0.5 0-.5 0.45 0.4 (approx.) 

108 n' 9.1 9.1 7.6 6.2 0.7 a 

(cm2 .sec-1 • 

-1) .deg. 
--------------------------------------------------------------a correction for (3 " , r s.· p~ and 17.s, was +0.2 x 10-8 

2 -1 -1 cm .sec .deg_ ; negligible at lower concentrations. 
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The activity coefficient data of Dunn and Stokes were 
" .an . . used for the calculation of Q, using eqn,(77) for,: un1on1zed 

solute 1 

QI' . , _L (TB u ) · (77) mo! ·--· 2. ' where B equals 2RT ~,. (1 + cil.lln ~ /dlnm) as in eqn. (10). 
I\ Fig.31 represents the variation of Q with ,Jm for the 

three acids. Tables XX, XXI and XXII contain the numerical da
ta plotted in Figs.30 and 31. 

T A B L E XX. 

§2E~!-22~f!!S!~~!~-~~~-~~~!§_2f_!E~~~E~~-~f-~~~~2~§-~£~!!S 
~S!£_§2!~1!~~§-~1-g2~Q~£. 

rm 0.100 0.200 0.317 o.640 1.028 

105 D 1.205 1.200 1.195 1.155 1.080 22 ( s;:rn. :, ... 
- - 1 

sec .) 

103 0 5.5 4.6 3.95 2.95 2.2 
(deg.-1) 

10-5 TB 3.53 3.52 3.50 3.44 3.32 (cal.mole-1 . 
• deg) 

" ·975 Qmo l 
(cal. 

810 690 505 365 

.mole -1) 

--------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE XXI. 

Soret coefficients and heats of transport of a9.ueous Propionic ---------------------------------------------- ---------------. 0 ~s!~_§9!~!!£~~-~!_g2~Q_Q. 

1ffi OtrOlO o. 0.32 0.100 0"1317 1. 037 I 

I 105 D 1.06 1. 06 1.06 1.04 o.855 
( 2 -1) cm .,sec. 

1030- 1 .. 0 6.6 5.85 5.1 .3.15 
(deg~1) 

105 TB 3.53 3.48 .3. 02 
(cal.mole-1 • 
· .deg'S _, 

"' ~ol 1235 
(cal.mole-1 ) 

1165 1030 885 475 

--------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE XXII. 
§2f~!_££~!!!~!~~~~-~~~)~~~!~_2f_!!~~~E2!'!_£f_~9.~~2~~-~=~~!t!!£ 1

1 

~2!~_§2!~~!Q~§-~~-g2~Q~Q. 
,.Jm 0.010 o. 032 0.100 0.318 1.047 

105 D . 0.96 0.96 
(cm2.sec:-1) 

0.955 0.925 0.615 

11 10.3cr 9.5 9.5 
( deg".'"1) 

7.95 6.7 1.14 

I 10-5 TB 3.53 3.52 3.51 3.36 2~ 05 (cal.mole-1• 
· • deg) ··) 

"' 1675 1670 Qmol 1395 1125 117 ( c.al .mole-1) 

1, ,, 
! ' 
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Discussion: 

The results obtained indicate that the separation increa
ses with dilution as in the case of strong electrolytes stu
died previously. No minimum is observed in any of the three 
cases in the concentration region studied. 

The Soret coefficients and heats of transport increase 
in magnitude as we go from acetic to n-butyric acid (with the 
exception of l m n-butyric acid). This is in agreement with 
the view that an ion which introduces large non-polar groups 
into water causes increase in the local order on account of 

tbe its inability to take part in/ electrostatic interactions and 
form what are usually termed as "ice-=bergs" with the water 
molecules in the solution, just as the non~olar groups them
selves would do in the absence of the ionic cha~ge lOl-l04,, 
That the above acids introdu~e large non-polar groups in 
weakly dissociated forms into the solution, can be seen from 
their ionisation constants, KHAc 1 K"m?r and K:a:Bu equal to 
1.754 x, 1.336 x and 1..515 x 10-5 respectively. The increase 
in the heats of transport of the tetra~alkyl= ammonium halides 
with ihcreasing hydrophobicity of the alkyl groups has been 
discussed by Agar 67,l05 and recent experimental results ha
ve been reported by Ikeda and Miyoshi ~06 for tetra methyl, 
ethyl, propyl and n-butyl ammonium halides. Unfortunately, no 
data on the thermal diffusion of weak acids exist .. in the 
literature for comparison. 

The equation (77) considers the acids as neutral molecules 
in molecular 
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form. Although this is nearly true for the concentrated so
lutions, as the dilution increases the degree of dissociat
ion/iW~rtiietbserved heat of transport is the sum of the con
tributions from the ions as well as the undissociated acid. 
The rise i n the heat of transport curves with dilution is 
probably caused by the increasing ionic con~tribution since Q is large for the ions ~, Ac-, Pr- and n-Bu-. Agar 67 q_uo
tes values of 3038, 1230, 1650 and 1940 cal.(g.-ion)-l res
pectively for the above ions in o.Olm aq_ueous solution at 0 25 c. So, for the hypothetically completely ionized acids at 
a.Olm, the heats of transport taken aa the sum of the ionic 
values, are 4268, 4688 and 4978 cal~mole-1 for HAc, EPr and 
HBu acids respectively. 

A The observed Qobs at any concentration can be considered I', 

as the sum of ~diss 
/\ 

and Qdiss of the molecula~ and ionic 
parts of the acid. A 

Let Qundiss be proportional to B;2·p-' (l- 8 ) A 

and Qdiss' to Bo f} , where e is the degree of dissociat-
ion of the acid. Then 

" Qobs 
I\ A = Qundiss + Qdiss 
TB o 

(1 - 8 ) = ----
2 

TB o = ---- c1 + e > 2 

" = ~ol (1 + e ) 

+ TBo6l 

(78) 
At infinite dilution, I\ 8 = 1 and hence ( Qobs) Cb = TB er • 

The values of 8 for the three acids were computed from 
the conductance data 80,98• The values of Qobs are compiled 
in Tables XXIIL - rxv ,. for the three acids .. 



m 

Jm 
e 

" 
~ol 

(cal.mole-1 ) 
/\ 

Qobs 
(cal.mole-1 ) 

m 

,Jm 

e 
I\ 

Qmol 
(cal .. mole-1 ) 

" Qobs 
(cal.rp.ole-1 ) 

A 
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TABLE XXIII. 

Acetic acid. -----------
o. 0100 0.0401 0.1006 
0,100 0.200 0.317 
0.040 0.022 0.013 

975 810 690 

1015 830 700 

TABLE XXIV. 

t!'2l2!2!}~~L~S!.2-• 

0.0001 0.0010 0.0100 0~1018 
0~010 0.032 0.100 0 •. 317 
0.30 0.11 0.036 0.012 
1235 1165 1030 885 

1605 1295 1065 895 

The Qobs values given in the above tables are also plot-ted in Fig. 31. The corres:p onding Soret coefficients corrected for dissociation can be seen in Fig.30. 
A A At o. Olm1 half the nne~rr :bf'1·:the.-,· c t•.D ionic values 67 1 1 ~±~=-

2 2 
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T A B L E nv. 
/\ £2EE~2!!2g_f2E_£!§§2£!~!!2~_!g_~i!~!~_§21~!!2g§_1_gobs-f2! 

g:~~!lE12-~E!~• 

A 

m 

Jin 
e 

Qmol 
(cal.mole-1 ) 

" , Qobs 
(cal.mole-1) 

o. 0001 

0.010 

0.40 

:t675 

2345 

0.0010 0.0100 0.1009 
0.032 0.100 0.318 
0.117 0,038 o. 017 
1670 1395 1125 

1865 1445 1145 

of the hypothetically :completely ioniz..ed acetic, propionic 
and n-butyric acids work out as 1065, 1167 and 1245 cal,mole-l 

" respectively. The corresponding Qobs values are 1015, 1065 
and 1445 cal.mole-1 • This shows that the Qobs values are 
mainly due to the molecular form of these acids·as expected 
since the dissociation is only of the order of 4% av this 
concentration. As can be seen in Fig,31 for propionic and 

" n-butyric acids, the increasing deviation of Qobs from the , A molecular value Qmol occurs only at higher dilutions owing 
to the increasing degree of d_issociation, since the ions ha
ve higher heats of transport, 

/". Approximate values of Qobs at infinite dilution can be 
estimated from the Qobs values at 10-4m for propionic and 
n-butyric acids, Since the acids are 30 and 4~ dissociated 
at this concentration, (Q 0 b

8 )
00 
~ 1605/0.3 = 5350 cal.mole-1 

for propionic acid and ,;::v 2345/0.4 = 5862 cal.mole-1 

I 

I ' 
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the for n-butyric acid. The heats of transport for/theoretically 
completely ionized propionic and n.butyric acids at O.Olm 
are 4688 and 4978 cal.mole-1 respectively. Thus the estimat- · 

/\ ed values of (Qobs) O'.? seem reasonable. 
Finally, as regards the oc values (Tables XVII-XIX), 

which characterize the approach to the steady state, the data 
obtained for a.Olm acids are plotted in Fig.19, thereby, fur
ther supporting the approximately linear dependence of 1/cX'. 
on the isothermal diffusion coefficient. 

The present studies on weak acids have thus provided for 
the first time data on the thermal diffusion of acetic, pro
pionic and n-butyric acids, and the effect of dilution on 
their separations. 
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CH APTER VIII. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. ---------------------
Thermogravitational separation of aqueous solutions of 

electrolytes has been studied in a column without reservoirs. 
An all-glass column was designed and constructed for the pur
pose. The resistance ratio method of measuring concentration 
changes "in si tu" previously used. for static cells has been 
successfully adapted to the all-glass column for measuring 
the separation of dilute electrolyte solutions. The movable 
upper electrode enabled the resistance ratio of the top half 
to bottom half to be adjusted to unity at isothermal condit
ions. On the Wheatstone bridge side, the Wagner earth has 
been found unne~essary for the measurement of the resistance 
ratio. By suitably incorporating a L.F. e,mplifier., a phase 
shifter and a phase sensitive detector., the circuit enables 
the use of a potentiometric recorder for recording the cour
se of the experiment nontinuously. 

The separation curves were exponential with respect to 
time. The results for seven 1:1 electrolytes in dilute aqueous 
solution confirm for the first time the linear dependence of 
the separation on the thermal diffusion coefficient as pre
dicted by equation (59) for the steady state for a column 
without reservoirs and for small values of Jt • This is de
monstrated in Fig.18b . Thus it is for the first time that a 
satisfactory comparison of theory with experiment has been 
made. The difference in the experimental and theoretical slo
pes has been discussed in terms of the approximations invol-
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ved in the theory, probable err6s in the geometrical factors and the end-effects mentioned in Chapter V. In the context 
of the lack of existence of a better theory for thermogravi
tational separation the differences do not seem excessive . 
From the steady state separation the thermal diffusion coef
ficient of an electrolyte solution can be found out from the 
calibration graph for the apparatus , Fig.l8b. The linear dependence of the charahteristic time on the isothermal diff\1-
sion coefficient predicted by theory has also been confirmed 
by experiment. But again the experimental and theoretical 
slopes differ in magnitude. 

The investigations on the effect of dilution on these-
paration of potassium chloride and cadmium sulphate solut
ions confirm the previous observation of the decrease in the Soret coefficients and heats of transport wi th increasing 
concentration. The existence of a minimum in the curves has 
not been observed. In the case of KCl solutions the results agree well with those obtained by others using static Soret 
cells except at high concentrations. But in the case of cadmium sulphate solutions the values of the heats of transport and Soret coefficients seem to lie above the curve obtained 
by plotting the results of others on p~re Soret cells and 
amalgam cells. The limiting slopes predicted by the theory 
of Agar and of Helfand and Kirkwood for the variation of the heat of transport with the square root of concentration have 
been found to be lower than the experimental values in both the cases as in earlier work. However, when the heats of transport values of the dilute solutions are plotted as a 

I \ 
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·~ f'unction of m1/3, the limiting value of d.Q/dm.1/3 is!very near-
ly equal to that of dQ/am112 predicted by Agar and ~Helfand and 
Kirkwood for both potassium chloride and cadmium sulphate so
lutions, reminding one of the dependence of the logarithm of 
activity coefficient on the cube root of concentration. 

The above research was followed by studies on weak acids 
for which no data are available on their thermal diffusion 
coefficients. Acetic, propionic and n-butyric acids were cho
sen for the study. The Soret coefficients, were calculated 
from the measured thermal diffusion coefficients using the 
values of the isothermal diffusion coefficients available in 
the literature. All the three acids have been studied over a 
wide range of concentrations. The results indicate that their 
Soret coefficients and heats of transport increase in magnitu
de in the order acetic, propionic and n-butyric acids (with 
the exception of lm n-butyric acid). This is explained in 
terms of the increasing "ice-likeness" of water as the size 
of the non-polar group of the dissolved substance and of the 
ions of these acids becomes larger,, Thi.s view is also support
ed by the increase in the heats of transport of tetra::=-alkyl
ammonium halides with increasing hydrophobicity of the alkyl 
groups discussed by Agar and by Ikeda and Miyoshi. 

Increasing the dilution has been found to increase the 
heat of transport probably due to the larger contributions 
from the -mons of the acids. But for concentrations, 10-2m 
and higher, the heat of transport is mainly due to the mole
cular form since the degree of dissociation of these acids 
is less than 4 pei.:bent. Approxima.te values of the heats of 
transport at infinite dilution have been estimated for pro-

l 

.null __ 
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pionic and n-butyric acids. 

The work described in this dissertation has thus placed 
the thermogravitational technique on a par with other methods 
for the detennination of Soret coefficients and the heats of 
transport of electrolytes in aqueous solutions. The design 
of the column and the technique of measuring the concentrat
ion changes "in si tu" for dilute solutions ha"Mo/considerably 
narrowed the gap between theory and experiment, thus encou
raging further exploitation of this method for the separation 
of the components of a homogeneous solution and determination 
of their thermal diffusion coefficients. 

\ 
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